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A DSET 
OFYALUES 
The Volvo values- quality, safety, and durability-are built into every 240 Series 
sedan and wagon we make. Which makes them perhaps the best way to transport 
your most valued possessions. Your kids. 
And because the Volvo you buy is built to las~ it may be the car your kids drive 
first. 
So after you've faithfully carried them from Dick and Jane through Dickens and 
James, you can send them out into the world with the same set of values they grew 
up with. A Volvo. VOLVO 
What could be more valuable than that? A car)OO can believe in 
VOLVO'S #1 LEASING DEALER 
IN NORTHERN CALIF. 
* 1986 - 1987 * 
SCANDIA VOLVO 
"1986 Volvo Dealer of Excellence Award Winner" 
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The CiassmateCwas originated and previ-
ously edited by the wives of the students of 
the General Line and Naval Science School. 
It Is now sponsored by the Officer Students' 
Wives' Club of the Naval Postgraduate 
School. Material and opinions contained 
herein are those of the publishers and are 
not to be considered an official expression 
of the Department of the Navy. Because of 
its functions 8S an unofficial medium for the 
Officer Students' Wives' Club, advertise-
ments in the publication do not constitute 
an endorsement by the Department of the 
Navy of services advertised. Written permis· 
sion is necessary to re-print any material 
herein. Published at no cost to the U.S. Gov-
ernment by Herald Printers, 201 Foam St., 
Monterey, CA. 
The monthly deadline for ALL copy to the 
Editor, $MC 2330, is the 1st of the month 
prior to the month 01 publication (November 
1st to get Into the December Issue). The 
deadline for advertising copy is the 5th of 
the month prior to the month of publication. 
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On the cover: A storm-tossed Carmel Beach in November makes for an 
invigorating stroll in this photo by NPS professor Raymond Kelly. 
~.~~ IIINe RELOCATING? ~!" 




GRI , CRS and CRB 
The Highest Designation 
Attained By Residential 







Charlotte and Ron epitomize the word professionalism. They have taken the time out of their 
busy schedu les to acquire the prestigious designations of G. R.1. (Gradua te Real Esta te Institute), 
CR.S. (Certified Residential Specialist), C R.B. (Certified Residentia l Broker). This ma kes them 
highly sk illed realtors who are recognized by cl ients, customers, and their peers as experts in the ir 
field. Their real estate transactions are hand led with integrity in a careful business-like manner. 
Licensed since 19 7 1 th ey a re consistant mu lti-mi llion dollar producers and are acti ve in local , sta te 
and national associations of realtors. They have establ ished relocation ne tworks with othe r top 
real estate professionals across the coun try and are members of a vast military referral network as 
well as agents with a corporate relocation company. 
For a package of relocation infor mation call 
TOLL FREE HOT LI NE 1-800-453-1879 EXT 676 
or mail the attached information form to the address below : 
NAME ____________________________________________________________________ ___ 
ADDRESS __________________________________________________________________ __ 
CITY __________________________ STATE _______________ ZIP __________________ _ 
PHONE NUMBER _____________________________ BEST TIME TO CALL __________________ __ 
DESTINATION STATE ANDAREA __________________________________________________ _ 
INTEREST IN PURCHASING A HOM E _ RENTlNG_ 
PRICE RANG E ____________________________ MONTH L Y P A YM ENT RANG E _______________ _ 
APPROXIMATE DATE OF MOVE ____________________________________________________ _ 
RE!MAX 100 • P.O. BOX 549 • BOWIE, MD 207 15 
Editorially Speaking 
by Sue Smith 
It seems as though I wrote this col-
umn for the July issue just a little while 
ago, and now I'm doing the Holiday 
issue. They say time flies , and I sure 
bel ieve it. Which is such a natural lead-
in for one of the focus articles I can't 
help but use it. I asked people to write 
up their most memorable holidays (of 
the holiday season) for this issue, and 
we have for you several unique recol-
lections of holidays past. Ever notice 
how clear some memories remain 
while others fade away? I'm sure you 
will be enjoying some of your own 
memories of past holidays as we share 
ours with you. 
You will find a lot of information in 
this issue regarding the upcoming Holi-
day Season. There will be a lot to see 
and do on the Peninsula and Diane 
Cameron and Rani O'Donohue have 
attempted to list them in their article 
about Christmas in Monterey. I'm sure 
you will be able to keep entertained all 
season if you check out this informative 
report. 
A third piece dealing with our focus 
this month stems from a pet peeve of 
mine. It seems as though every time 
you read of an interesting menu and 
study the recipes they are all designed 
for a crowd. I enjoy cooking something 
special for the holidays, but when there 
are only two adults, a pre-schooler and 
a baby to eat it all I tend to let it go till 
some other holiday when we may be 
entertaining a crowd. Well , The Class-
mate comes to the rescue with three 
marvelous menus all designed to feed 
four to six people. Even if you don't 
use the recipes for your holiday meal, 
you will find the articles about them 
very enlightening. 
Be sure not to miss Navy Bleu and 
Hammer and Thread, either, during 
your pre-holiday planning. In them you 
will find ideas to make gifts from your 
kitchen and a centerpiece for your 
table. 
We hope you find this a well-
rounded , helpful issue that will help you 
get all set for a time of year that al-
though can be rather hectic at times, 
is a lovely, much loved time for us all. 
Happy Holidays! 
BARRY HARTZEL 
AU T O M O T IVE SERVICES 
SAAS-VOLVO 
Commined to Service Excellence· Fuel 
In jection Systems' Electrical Systems 
Maintenance· High Perform ance 
510 Cal iforn ia Street . Sand City 
3946002 
Monday-Friday 8 am-5:30 pm • VISA/Me 









201 Foam SL· Monterey, CA 
MARIANN E BINGHAM ROWE 
M S \1FCC Ltc ~o \\1 022067 
C HILD COUNSELI N G 
529 CENTRAL AVE.. SUITE 205 
PACIFIC G ROVE. CA 93950 
(408) 373-1017 
1001 PACIFIC Sr . 
MONTEREY. CA 93940 
(408) 372-5220 
C HAMPUS INSU RANC E ACC EPTED 
3 
To the Editor, 
Since I'll be leaving this area and 
returning to Europe, I would like to 
share a little poem with your readers: 
My body will be restless 
from this day forward -
my heart in pain till the end of 
my life-




Look for Angela's article on his-
toric San Juan Bautista in the De-
cember issue of Classmate. - ed. 
To the Editor, 
In my recent tongue-in-cheek piece 
on Life in La Mesa, a word was mis-
printed. I wrote "children should be 
taught to drink from the hose," (not 
house) '1his will save on paper cups 
and juice containers." I hope our read-








KEG '18 Call Mark 
Perm 
$2500 
RU(:: -40 ,\IHI UI' 
HIGH LIGHTS ,hHI lIl' 
Includes: shampoo, rinse, 
style and blow dry. long 
373-7746 $35.00 Reg. $70.00 
_ ~~~~~.:...~~:.I!!~~O~!:. 
.;29 1.1(;IITIIOt 'SE i\ V .. ;. 
NEW MONTEREY 
Long Hair extra 
1 ____ ~~~~~!.~n2.Y __ _ 
AAUW Invites New Members 
The American Association of Univer-
sity Women (AAUW) invites all 
graduates of accredited four year col-
leges to join their Monterey Peninsula 
Branch. In addition to monthly meet-
ings of all members, we sponsor study 
groups which meet in members' 
homes for informal discussions of 
member-selected topics, such as 
books, international relations or cur-
rent political affairs. Above all , we exist 
to facilitate friendly get-togethers of 
educated adults, attracting gourmet 
food fanciers, bridge players, 
playgoers, hikers, etc. 
We contribute to international schol-
arships for women, as well as local 
scholarships to Monterey Peninsula 
College. At Houston this June a tradi-
tion of 106 years was broken - the 
association voted for the right of men 
to join. Men have always been a part 
of our social scene, now they may be-
come full-voting members if they 
choose. 
Dues are very reasonable - only 
$37 a year. The next meeting will be 
November 20. Anyone wishing further 
information may write to The American 
Association of University Women, 
Monterey Peninsula Branch, P.O. Box 
1786, Monterey, CA 93942. 
WASHINGTON D.C. BOUND? 
SHOULD YOU: 
• Buy or Rent? • GetVA, FHA, or Conventional Loan? 
After his worldwide military career and authoring articles 
on these very subjects, MARK REESE will help you find 
the answers. 
Call COLLECT 703-569-9883 and ask for MARK REESE, or mail coupon below to: 
~\~ CORYEll & TUCKER REALTY INC. \(1. 5803 Rolling Rd. , Suite 215 Springfield, VA 22 152 ATTN: Mark Reese NAME _________ PHONE ___ _ ADDRESS _____________ _ CITY _______ STATE Z IP __ _ 
ARRIVAL DATE ____________ _ 
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President's Message 
It would seem to me that the first 
thing to come to mind when Military 
families hear the phrase "The Holi-
days" is whether or not your family will 
be together. Be it a deployment, an 
unaccompanied overseas tour, or "the 
duty" members of the Armed Services 
are often separated from their loved 
ones during the Holiday Season. I am 
sure most of you have experienced this 
in the past and can anticipate it in the 
not so distant future. 
Well take heart, because you are at 
the Naval Post Graduate School and 
at least for this tour of duty, you can 
rest assured that the entire holiday 
season can be spent with loved ones. 
Unlike most duty stations we can look 
forward to a well deserved two week 
break over Christmas, which provides 
the opportunity to spend the holidays 
in Monterey or travel to be with ex-
tended family and friends. As a result, 
the holidays spent at NPS often be-
come our most memorable. 
In keeping with the spirit of the sea-
son the Officer Student Wives' Club 
and other organizations at NPS make 
by Pam Giannotti 
every effort to fill your holiday schedule 
with a variety of interesting activities. 
We start at the end of October with 
long-time favorites like the Halloween 
Parade and the Christmas Craft 
Bazaar. In November we encourage 
you to indulge yourself in the season. 
OSWC MEMBERSHIP 
Our monthly function will be held 
at Hammerheads, the restaurant cho-
sen by Monterey Life magazine as hav-
ing the best dessert on the Peninsula. 
"Women's Life Cycles and the 
Psychology of Women at Home" is the 
topic of discussion by our guest 
speaker and you can treat yourself to 
Hammerheads' all-you-can-eat Choc-
01ate Bar at a special price. 
Next on the agenda is OSWC's fa-
mous Thanksgiving Bake Sale on 
November 24. You'll be able to pur-
chase all the pies and baked goods 
you could possibly eat for the 
Thanksgiving holiday. Don't miss it! 
The month of December is filled with 
activities like the Children's Christ-
mas Party, Santa Visits, and Christ-
mas on the Quarterdeck. Not to men-
tion the numerous events sponsored 
by La Mesa School , tne Chapel and 
other groups. 
Whatever your interests are, there 
are many activities to help make your 
holidays in Monterey memorable and 
special ones. Please join in the fun and 
have a Happy Thanksgiving. 
The OSWC is the Ofticer Students' Wives' Club of the Naval Postgraduate School for the spouses of all students. 
In addition to sponsoring monthly activities such as luncheons, OSWC also sponsors the Art Auction, Adobe Tour, 
International Students' Wives Tea and many other Holiday events. Dues collected entitle you to member discounts 
as well as monthly Pink Flyers and the OSWC Directory. To obtain membership, fill out the form below and send 
it with a check made out to OSWC to: Helen Marie Putnam, 441 Monroe St. , # 3, Monterey, CA 93940. Phone 
375-1084, SMC #2032. Dues: $2 per quarter, minimum 4 quarters for new members/renewals (or remainder of 
duty stay). 
SMC # New Member Renewal Active Associate ___ _ 
Last Name ________________ First __________ Phone # _____ _ 
Spouse's Name Rank Service ____ _ 
Curriculum _______________ Graduation Date (month/year) __________ _ 
Address City ________ Zip Code __ _ 
Length of Membership Amount Enclosed $ _______ _ 
Are you interested in committee work? YES ____ NO ____ Volunteer? YES ____ NO __ _ 
Do you wish to have your Name, Spouse's Name and Service, Address and Telephone Number in the OSWC 
Directory? (members only) YES NO ___ _ 
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JANE F. ELLERBE, M .A. 
M . FRED ELLERBE, M .A. 
Marriage . Family. Child Counselors 
408/625-0184 
Do you need a clean 
import car for one 
month or more? 
LEASE 
From 
Monterey Import Motors 




I) You may return the car anYlime 
after 30 days . 
2) All service and repair included . 
Call 646-9692 For Details 
2 Blocks from N.P_S. 
OSWC representative Alice Corbett presents a $500 check to Kay Russo, Director of Rec-
reation for the City of Monterey. The money, a portion of the funds raised at the annual 
oswc art auction, is earmarked for "camperships~ for military families with special children. 
Additional information and application forms for the Whispering Pines Camp in Monterey are 
available at 546 Dutra Street, Monterey, or phone 646-3866. 
Babysitters Always Available 
Through La Mesa Co-op 
It doesn't take long in La Mesa to 
discover the dearth of babysitters. The 
few resident teenagers are kept busy 
with their own activities, and the ones 
who are available all seem to be no 
older than 11 or 12. Take heart, there 
is a solution. 
The La Mesa Babysitting Co-op has 
been in existence for over 10 years. It 
is a group of mothers who watch each 
other's children in exchange for points. 
No money is exchanged, except for a 
one time, $1 join-up charge. When you 
watch someone else's children you 
earn points at the rate of four per hour. 
When you request a sitter for your own 
children, you pay her at the same rate. 
The advantages of this program are 
numerous. Your children are always in 
the care of an experienced parent. 
Going out is so much cheaper when 
you don't have to pay a babysitter. It 
is also a fantastic way to meet new 
friends and share ideas on child care . 
Perhaps best of all, there is no more 
worry of - Gee, I'd love to go, but can 
we find a sitter? 
If you are concerned about finding 
quality, reliable child care at a reason-
able cost, contact the co-op chairper-
son Tracey Wood at 646-1418. 
• 
New Kids 
On The Block 
by Barbara Spiro 
A son, Timothy Patrick, born June 13, 1987, 8 Ibs. 2 oz., to Joseph 
and Barbara Murphy. 
A daughter, Stefanie Marie, born March 30, 1987, 7 Ibs. 5 oz. , to Rory 
and Vera Souther. 
A son, Ryan Michael, born July 12, 1987, 7 Ibs. 6 oz., to Mike and 
Linzy Morris. 
A son, Andrew Johnathan, born May 4, 1987, 7 Ibs., to Mark and 
Barbara Gilzean. 
A daughter, Rachael Elizabeth, born July 28, 1987, 8 Ibs. 8 oz., to 
Michael and Donna Lynn Shumaker. 
A daughter, Deanna Renee, born August 8, 1987, 8lbs. 10 oz. , to David 
and Darlene Broughton. 
A son, Kyle, born July 15, 1987, 6 Ibs. 13 oz., to Kurt and Tracie 
Willstatter. 
A daughter, Sarah Rebecca, born May 20,1987, 8lbs. 5 oz., to Joseph 
and Daphne McSwain. 
A son, Matthew James, born July 31 , 1987, 7lbs. 13 oz., to Mike and 
Ann Plunkett. 
A daughter, Jacquelyn, born August 7, 1987, 7 Ibs. 1 oz. , to Steven 
and Rochelle Castillo. 
A daughter, Nina Lynn, born August 11 , 1987,4 Ibs. 13 oz. , to AI and 
Gina Sears. 
A son, Gregory Steven, born August 23, 1987, 7 Ibs. 14 oz. , to Robert 
and Christine Rubin. 
A daughter, Ellen Yvonne, born June 14, 1987,6 Ibs. 13 oz., to Tom 
and Martha Clemons. 
A daughter, Samantha Jean, born July 21 , 1987, 8 Ibs. 14 oz., to Jim 
and Katherine Lewis. 
A son, Aaron Stephen, born April 25, 1987, to Steve and Tammy Frink. 
A daughter, Jennifer Wei, born May 30, 1987, to Donald and Charlotte 
Horn. 
A son, David James, born February 26, 1987, 6 Ibs. 6 oz., to Bill and 
Karen Cox. 
A son, Nathan Michael, born January 20,1987, to Michael and Karen 
Rowell. 
A daughter, Caitlyn Francis, born June 27, 1987, to Tim and Marie 
Sexton. 
A son, Kiriakos, born April 11 , 1987, to Antonios and Matina Makris. 
A daughter, Kaltlyn Elise, born May 20, 1987, 8 Ibs. 9 oz. , to Steven 
and Teresa McNutt. 
A son, Christopher William, born August 26, 1987, 6 Ibs. 14 oz., to 
Tom and Debbie Bennett. 













Lingerie & Lace 
Antique Kimonos 
649-0689 
214 17th Street 
Pacific Grove, CA 
707 Lighthouse Ave. 
Pacific Grove 
372-5848 
- upper level lighthouse Squore -
Specialized hair designs and 
color for women, men and 
children by appointment. 
20% DISCOUNT 
on service 
for new clients with ad. 
7 
8 
Books & Gifts 
THANKSGIVING CARDS 
A Christian Shop with a non-denomina-
tional theme! Bibles, Gifts, Books, Cards 
and Notes for all occasions. Also a fine 
collection of contemporary jewelry by 
James Avery Craftsman, Inc. Children's 
corner features Bibles, books, games and 
toys. 
CHRISTMAS CARDS, NATIVITIES, 
AND ANGELS 
PRECIOUS MOMENTS COLLECTION 
Hermitage Fruit Cakes 
to enjoy here or to send 
Gift certificates ava ilable 
9:30 to 5 :30 Mon. thru Sat. 
Phone 624·1290 
KINGDOM COME 
26386 Carmel Rancho Lane 
in Carmel Rancho Square 
at the Mouth of Carmel Valley 
Easy parking at two entrances. 
Monterey Peninsula 
Church of the 
Nazarene 
Josselyn Canyon 




8:45 a.m. Praise Service 
9:45 a.m. Adull Bible Siudy & 
Children's Sunday School 
11 :00 a.m. Morning Worship 
6:00 p.m. Evening Worship 
Wednesday Evening Service - 6:30 p.m. 





monthly movies, VBS, 
camps, picnics, choi r 
YOUTH : 
Weekly Bible Siudy, 
Activity nights 
ADULTS: 
Active Bible Studies, 
Fellowships & choir 
'A Christ Centered Church' 
December Bargain 
Fair Scheduled 
Are you running out of closet space? 
Is your storage room overflowing? Do 
you wanl to sell all those unwanled or 
unused ilems before your move to the 
next duty stalion? The OSWC is spon· 
soring a Bargain Fair Salurday, De· 
cember 5 at the La Mesa School. This 
is your chance to sell those unwanted 
items or, if you are in need of carpeting, 
baby clothes, plants, etc. , take advan· 
tage of the great buys at Ihe Bargain 
Fair. 
The cost per space is OSWC 
member $4, non·member $10. Space 
size is approximately 8 x 7 feel. Spaces 
are limited and on a first come, first 
serve basis, so act quickly. No more 
than two spaces will be given to an 
individual. Residents of La Mesa Vii· 
lage, stUdents and staff of NPS and 
their spouses, who are at least 18 
years of age, are eligible for these 
spaces. No individual may represent 
or sell for any organization. 
Reservation forms will be available 
at the La Mesa Housing Office, the 
Convenience Store and by Ihe Recre· 
ation Office in Herrmann Hall after 
November 2, 1987 or through the Pink 
Flyer. The completed form and pay· 
ment must be mailed to the address 
on the form by November 23. No tele· 
phone reservations will be accepled. 
We reserve Ihe right to stop accepting 
reservations when all spaces are filled 
if that occurs prior 10 the deadline. See 
you Ihere!! 
La Mesa Women's 
Bible Studies 
Every quarter a variety of Bible 
studies are offered to ladies associaled 
with NPS through Ihe La Mesa 
Women's Bible Studies. These Bible 
studies meet on Thursday mornings 
from 9:30 to 11 :15 a.m. in the homes 
of the participating ladies. Topics of 
sludy cover a wide spectrum of in· 
terests and suggeslions are always 
welcomed by the Bible study coor· 
dinator. Some areas of interest in the 
pasl have been prayer, skills for better 
parenting, evangelism, the Names and 
attributes of God, studies in Old and 
New Testament books, growing in hoi· 
iness, as well as many others. 
Working hand in hand with the 
sludies is an excellenl childcare sys· 
lem. The children are placed in a 
childcare home with other children of 
the same age. Every effort is made 10 
make this lime a creative venture for 
each child wilh games, slories, art pro· 
jects and snacks. 
A brunch sponsored by the La Mesa 
Women's Bible Studies is scheduled 
for Dec. 10. This is a great time of fel· 
lowship and an opportunity 10 be intro· 
duced to the studies and leachers for 
the nexl quarter. Childcare is provided 
for the brunch as well as all studies. If 
you are inleresled in studying God's 
Word and making application to your 
own life; if you are inlerested in great 
fellowship ; and if you believe in the 
power of prayer - find out about the 
La Mesa Women's Bible Studies. Call 
Marty Hills at 646·8835; you'll be glad 
you did! 
• 
N PS Ties And Accessories 
OSWC solves your last minute 
graduation and Christmas gift prob-
lems for the .student in your life and 
proud family members. The NPS ties 
and accessories are manufactured by 
the Robert Talbott Company of Car-
mel. The NPS emblem is embroidered 
in yellow silk on navy blue fabric of silk 
and pclyester blend. 
The NPS seal cross stitch kits come 
complete with the fabric and floss to 
complete a three-color seal for your 
memories wall. 
The items are available for purchase 
by calling Susan Davidson at 646-
5158. 
La Mesa Evening 
Bible Studies 
You may have heard of the La Mesa 
Women's Bible Studies, but did you 
know that evening Bible studies for 
couples and singles have also been 
meeting in La Mesa for over 20 years? 
These studies are sponsored by the 
Officer's Christian Fellowship (a na-
tional, interservice, interdenomination 
organization) and the NPS Protestant 
Chapel, and everyone is welcome! 
There are currently groups meeting 
in members' homes on Tuesday or Fri-
day evenings at 7:30 p.m. for about 
two hours. One study, open to anyone, 
has international couples from about 
five different countries studying the 
Bible together. These studies provide 
a relaxed (no pop quizzes, we prom-
ise!) evening out with your spouse as 
well as the opportunity for you , as a 
couple or a single, to explore the mys-
teries and truths of God 's Word. 
Call the Protestant Chapel (646-
2241) or Bob Metheny (372-2789) for 
specifics on topics and locations of the 
groups. 
The current prices for the items are: 
Tie (His) $16 
Tie (Tall Man) $18 
Tie (Hers/Youth) $15 
Tie (Hers/Floppy Bow Tie) $13.50 
Checkbook cover $6 
Cosmetic bag $7.50 
Coin purse $6.50 
Eyeglass case $4 
Cross stitch graph $2 
Complete cross stitch kit $5 
Sales will be held in the SMC area 
of Hermann Hall on the following dates: 
November 13, 1987: 11-2 
November 24, 1987: 11-1 
(with Thanksgiving Bake Sale) 
December 11 , 1987: 11-2 
King Size Beds. Fireplaces 
Wet Bars in all Rooms 
Featuring __ -, 
• lIot 'I\lb Spa, in Walled 
Courtyard 
• Cable Color 1V & 
Pree Showtime Channel 
• Fresh Coffee in Room 
• ConferencelParty Facility 
• Etnciency Units 
• Military & Corporate Rates 
• Direct Dial Phones 
• Continental Breakfast 
• We Accept M:tJor Credit Cards 
373·4172 
1131 10th Street 
Monterey 
Toll Frtt Numbers: 
Cali(~ 800-821-0805 N.t']: ~43 
TJf'E WI:J{'DSO'l(JiO'llS'E 
'Ed ana 'ETMifast 
(N. VA / D.C. LODGING) 
• 18th Century colonial farmhouse. 
• Period rooms w~h fireplaces. 
• Close to Pentagon, Crystal C~y, 
Ft. Belvoir, and Quantico. 
• Perfect location for house hunting. 
• Rates - $35 - $45. 
9417 WINDSOR WAY 
BURKE, VA 22015 
(703) 455·6325 
Indoor Heated Pool 
Spa & Sauna 
r-- Featuring ---, 
• eonferenceIParty Facility 
• Outdoor Sunnin.c Area 
• Luxurious Bridal, Family i 
Executr.'t Suiles 
• Fre;h Coffee in Room 
• Cable Color 1V & Free 
Sh0'l'l1imt Channel 
• Direct Dial Phones 
• Etrldenry Units 
• F'ireplact:S" Spa Thbs 
in some Rooms 
• Milital'")' I: Corporate Rates 
• Shuule Senice 
• Continenlai Breakfast 
• We ACftPl M:vor CredIt Cards 
Near lItl Mortk CeNln' 
373·1337 
1046 Munras Ave. 
Monterey 
Toll Free NWllbers: 
Calif.: 800-821.0805 Nat'l: ~43 
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OSWC Mini-Classes : Something for Everyone 
by Sherry Hamilton 
If you are interested in teaching a 
course, or wish to stop teaching a 
course you are presently offering, con-
tact Susan Lumpkin at 647-9669. If you 
are interested in taking a course, call 
the instructors listed below. 
NEW CLASSES 
Basketweaving made Simple 
Debi Kelly and Sue Marbach (649-
3801 or 373-8475). Come make an 
egg basket in your favorite color. In-
struction on dying reed, and simple in-
struction for making an egg basket. In 
one class you will make a basket to 
take home. $16 for class, includes 
supplies. 
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HAND MADEN 
318 Grand Ave . • Pacific Grove 








Join one of our quick and easy 





Sun . 12-5 
Raquet Sports Instruction (Rac-
quetball, Squash, Badmitton, Ten-
nis - Kent Allison (646-2717/2161). 
Beginner to Advanced ; Individual or 
Group; Shots, Strategy, Conditioning, 
etc. Times individually determined. 
$15 per hour/$8 per person group rate. 
Sewing: Beginning Sewing - Susan 
Lumpkin (647-9669) . Complete con-
struction of an adult/child size jumper. 
Emphasis on pattern selection, cutting, 
darts, seams, facing, zipper, buttons, 
and buttonholes. You must have your 
own machine. Two hours once a week. 
$25 plus materials. 
Sewing : Intermediate Sewing -
Susan Lumpkin (647-9669). Learn 
shortcuts in making a shirt, pants, or 
skirt. Emphasis on collars, cuffs, plack-
et, band, seam finishing. You must 
have your own machine. $25. 2-'12 
hours once a week. 
English and Reading Tutor - Jackie 
Kite (373-6639). Reading and English 
tutor available. British trained. Teach-
ing experience in Europe. Fee negoti-
able. 
Mathematics Tutoring - Marie 
Chapman (649-3131 ). 20 hours of col-
lege level mathematics courses toward 
a degree. Experienced tutoring 
elementary through H.S. Indi-
vidualized instruction. $7.50/hour. 
CURRENT CLASSES: 
Adult Art Classes - Don Matthews 
(373-7809) . 
1. Creative Inner Explorations. 
2. Drawing and Painting Techniques 
for the emerging artist. 
3. Private Art Instruction. 
4. The Joy of Art Outside. 
Basket Lining - Lisa Duffy (373-
6662). 
Basketry-Woven Creations - Col-
lette Rau (647-8601 ). 
Beginning Basketweaving - Ellen 
Will (647-8738). 
Body-Tone and Fit - Marion McAl-
pine (646-9311). 
Bowling League - Pauline Fathke 
(372-9019). 
Children's Creative Dance - Terri 
Grimshaw (624-3799). 
Early Parenting - Barbara Dickinson 
(624-2587). 
Needlepoint - Sally Dewey (624-
2250). 
Piano - Kazuko Mockett (624-9596). 
Piano - Nathalie Plotkin (373-5671). 
Piano - Lisa Duffy (373-6662). 
Portrait Drawing - Marion Wilson 
(373-3845). 
Scherenschnitte (German Scissor 
Cutting) - Connie Fostenson (375-
1876). 
Smocking from Start to Finish -
Linda Shiver (375-4091 ). 
Spinning -Janis Mineart (375-7487). 
Super Easy Stenciling - Connie 
Frostenson (375-1876). 
Suzuki Violin and Viola Lessons -
Mildred Kline (624-9541). 
Tennis Instruction - Karen Stewart 
(373-3437). 
Yeast Bread Baking - Sherry Hamil-
ton (372-71 19). 
No Bread Baking classes in November 
and December. 
TUTORING 
English and Reading Tutor - Jackie 
Kite (373-6639). 
Tutoring-All Subjects/Special Ed. 
- Kim Roderick (649-6786) . 
A Fond La Mesa Farewell 
by Cookie Sanders 
We have one foot out the door. My 
first reaction when my husband came 
home with "orders in hand" was one of 
joy - Norfolk, terrific! (Let's face it, 
Norfolk can 't match Monterey in 
beauty, but it's on the East Coast and 
much closer to grandparents). Any-
way, we are almost out of here. Almost 
leaving this weather, almost leaving 
books, tests, thesis behind, almost 
leaving .. . Why after two and half years 
here do I want to cry? Maybe it has to 
do with the wonderful friends we made 
here, maybe the fact our oldest went 
from kindergarten to third grade here, 
maybe it has to do with the wonderful 
family outings like camping, apple pick-
ing, bicycling, picnicking and traveling 
around here. 
This is not really a place to live! La 
Mesa is more a concept than a reality. 
If you live here long enough (after two 
years) almost everyone you originally 
met is gone. La Mesa is a place to 
grow and play in. I don't think anyone 
remains the same for those who have 
been here. For many women it was a 
place to have the family intact and an 
opportunity to either get out more, or 
have a baby. We heard a legend when 
we first arrived that one of the three 
D's - Divorce, Dependent, or a Dog 
- might strike a La Mesa resident. For-
tunately we didn 't have the first "D," we 
almost had the second "D," but the third 
"D" did come to fruition . I can't believe 
that is what we got, but she's a nice 
little puppy! 
What does La Mesa consist of? Well, 
baby swings, bargain fairs, baby show-
ers, block parties, chapel activities, 
mini-vans, mini-mart, mini-people (lots 
of kids!), dogs, "cookie-cutter" houses, 
security police, a local school that 
everyone attends, but most of all the 
people! Living in a homogeneous area 
with others similar to themselves is 
mundane to some; they miss the vari-
ety. However, to us and for the time 
we will have spent here, we've loved 
it! We still go by houses long vacated 
by friends and since refilled , and still 
remember their children laughing in the 
yard , Mom in the kitchen and Dad 
studying by the window. 
As I walk around I remember the 
growing days, the difficult days, the 
people who have touched our lives and 
the fond memories that we made. We 
thank you La Mesa, and all your 
people, you have been a dear friend, 
indeed! 
!!!!!!!!!!!!! STAINED GLASS 
• Custom windows & panels • Specialty gift items 
• Glass, tools & supplies featuring our special Monterey Cypress 
• Books and patterns • Beginning & Advanced classes 
Unique stained glass jewelry boxes - exclusive on the Peninsula 
Monterey Cypress 
Stained Glass 
2228 Fremont St. , Monterey 
(just past Long's) 
Let Us Develop Your Film 
·4 x 6 prints 
• 3'12 x 5 prints 
• Contact Sheets 
• Color or 
Black & White 
• E6 
• Kodachrome 
580 Lighthouse Ave. 
372-6337 
Mon. - Fri. 9:00 - 6:00 Sat. 10:00-3:00 
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Dreams Come True 
Via Local Organization 
by Judy Davis 
In the magical world of childhood, 
anything is possible. Santa Claus and 
the Tooth Fairy really do exist, and the 
instruction to "make a wish and blow 
out the candles" is a license to make 
dreams come true. But imagine the re-
alityof a child-and his family-faced 
with the knowledge that the dream he 
wishes today may be his last. 
Such was the case in 1980 when a 
dying Arizona boy, Chris Greicius, 
wished that he could become a police-
man. A foundation was formed, Chris 
received a custom-made uniform, 
badge and helicopter ride, and the 
Make-A-Wish Foundation was born. In 
the seven years since that first wish , 
the foundation has grown into a na-
tional organization with nearly 60 af-
filiates throughout the United States 
and Canada. 
Locally, the Greater Bay Area Chap-
ter of Make-A-Wish was formed in 
1984. Over 190 wishes later, the chap-
ter has divisions in Stanislaus, Santa 
Clara, Alameda/Contra Costa, San 
Francisco and the Monterey Bay. 
Though the Monterey Bay Division 
is just over a year old, 15 wishes have 
been granted thus far. The foundation 
is funded entirely through contributions 
from service groups, corporations and 
private individuals, and is heavily re-
liant on volunteers. Since administra-
tive costs are kept to under ten percent, 
the majority of the money raised goes 
directly into making a dream come 
true. 
"We emphasize making a wonderful 
family memory," says El len Maika, 
Make-A-Wish volunteer and head of 
its speakers' bureau. While a trip to 
Disneyland is the group's most fre-
quently requested wish, Ellen says that 
visits to extended family often figure 
prominently, especially around the 
holidays. 
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"Holidays are a family time," she ex-
plains, "but distance and cost can often 
interfere. 
"Some of the wishers ask only to be 
united with far off family members." 
Whether a visit to Disneyland or a 
trip to Grandma's, each wish granted 
emphasizes the whole family. In a 
world filled with doctors, hospitals, 
tubes and machines, Make-A-Wish at-
tempts to create a care-free atmos-
phere that will provide a beautiful ex-
perience for each member of the 
child's family. All expenses for the en-
tire family are funded by Make-A-Wish, 
including air and ground transporta-
tion, meals, accommodations - even 
photographs. 
While Make-A-Wish is always in 
need of volunteers and contributors, 
the greatest need locally is for children 
with dreams. The organization grants 
wishes for children two to 18 who either 
have a terminal condition, or one which 
is sufficiently life-threatening to create 
a probability that the child will not sur-
vive beyond his 18th year. 
"Our first priority is finding children, " 
says Ellen. "We find children by raising 
our consciousness in the community." 
That consciousness-raising is ac-
complished through volunteers in-
volved in fund raising, speaking to local 
organizations, working with the media 
and networking with the business com-
munity. But always, the children come 
first. 
"Even if you don't have a lot of time 
[to volunteer] ," Ellen explains, "just tell 
a family." 
With the holidays just around the 
corner, the Weibel Winery is providing 
another opportunity for those with lim-
ited time to help the organization. 
Weibel is now offering a special Char-
donnay with the Make-A-Wish label for 
just $6 per bottle. Five dollars of every 
case sold will go to the Greater Bay 
Area Chapter of Make-A-Wish. 
Whether serving as a volunteer, pur-
chasing the Chardonnay, or most im-
portantly, referring a child with a wish, 
anyone who believes that dreams do 
come true can help Make-A-Wish. 
The local chapter's next meeting will 
be on November 12, at 6:30 p.m., in 
the San Francisco Room of the Shera-
ton Hotel. Anyone interested in the or-
ganization is welcome to attend. 
For more information, contact Ellen 
Maika at 649-1238, or the Monterey 
Bay Division Make-A-Wish, P.O. Box 
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by Rosemarie Manke 
Eagle's Eye Gallery is pleased to an-
nounce that Evelyn Wood, wife of re-
tired LCDR Tom Wood will be Artist of 
the Month at Eagle's Eye for the month 
of November. This graduate of San 
Jose State University with a B.A. in Art 
will be showing her lovely watercolors. 
Evelyn is also a charter member of the 
San Jose Art League, as well as the 
Central Coast Art Association and 
Monterey Peninsula Watercolor Soci-
ety . A former art teacher, custom 
jewelry designer and shop owner in 
Carmel , Evelyn brings many talents to 
the gallery. Come and view Evelyn's 
paintings as well as the paintings and 
sculptures of the other members of the 
Military Wives' Art Association . The 
gallery is located around the corner 
from the Museum and gallery hours 
are 11 :30 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday 
through Friday. 
Have Any Spare Time? 
The Naval Reserve is a force of 
highly trained and motivated profes-
sional persons available in a national 
emergency to meet the expanded 
needs of the Regular Navy. 
One of the Navy's critical needs is 
a reserve force of doctors, dentists, 
nurses, and medical/dental techni-
cians to participate in part-time training 
consisting of one weekend a month 
and two weeks a year in a pay status. 
If interested call the local Reserve 
Center 372-4674. 
New Kids 
On The Block 
by Barbara Spiro 
A daughter, Kari Nicole, born August 25, 1987, 9lbs. 10 oz., to Roger 
and Georgia Thorstenson. 
A daughter, Carolyn Marie, born May 16, 1987, 8 Ibs. 5 oz., to Barry 
and Elizabeth Bruner. 
A son, Daniel, born June 27, 1987, to Herbert and Gudrun Guenterberg. 
CORRECTIONS: 
A son, Ross Fitzgerel, born March 30, 1987, 8 Ibs. 13 oz. , to John and 
Nancy Hammerer. 
A son, Austin Robert-Lee, born March 25, 1987, 8lbs. 1 oz., to Anthony 
and Charlene Jiles. 
A daughter, Callie Colleen, born May 14, 1987, 8lbs. 1 oz. , to Wayne 
and Romella Frey. 
Dentistry for Infants, Children 
and Teenagers 
~ J. Mark Bayless, D.M.D. 




333 EI Dorado, 
Ql Monterey, CA 93940 
Telephone 375-4892 
GARY D. PALMA, D.D.S_ 
ORTHODONTICS 
26535 CARMEL RANCHO BLVD. 
SUITE 5C 
CARMEL, CA 93923 
(408) 624-4100 
81 VIA ROBLES 
MONTEREY, CA 93940 
(408) 373-0415 
Member American Association of Orthodontists 
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As I See It 
A Man's Point of View of Life at NPS 
by Graham Holmes 
They tell me I snapped out of it 
somewhere around buoy 2C. Actually, 
I don't think the shock of it wore off 
until later on that week when the hous-
ing inspector told me my house was 
"good to go," and congratulated me on 
raising some of the finest looking Pal-
metto bugs in the area. 
I had finally received a shore duty 
assignment! NPS here we come! (Woe 
to the man who doesn't read the fine 
print. ) 
A cross country drive is good for the 
soul. The effect on marriage and family 
sanity can be debated. Just how many 
times does one need to stop in two 
hours of driving? Well, there was the 
"Largest-Adobe-Mansion-in.the-World 
just ahead Dear, and I've always 
wanted to see that," and "Daddy! Oh 
my gosh, only 52 miles to The Amazing 
Talking Juke Box!" Then of course, the 
ever desperate cries for food, water, 
and relief from same. Somehow we did 
make it, and I am still married to the 
same wife, and I didn't accidentally 
leave the kids at that Exxon in Exeter, 
Wyoming. 
So here I am. Fresh from the fleet, 
ready for action, willing to sacrifice all 
just for a swallow of that potent elixir 
called knowledge. So, with uniform 
neatly pressed, trimmed, and adjusted, 
S1VDENIS! W1fY WAIT IN liNE? 
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CO~y' is only 
Ex/ire§§ rninures away! 
Our Stn -iClS to You Includt: • Transparencies 
• GraphS/Chari Enhancement 
• ManualsiReportsIThesis Typing 
• Binding 
• Word Processing wlLetter·Quality Prinler r-----------, 899-1220 
Extended Hours: 922 Hilby St., Seaside, CA 
Monday-Friday 8 :30 to 6 (Righi behind W."dy·,) 
Saturdays 9 to Noon When You Need it Yesterday!! 
Need A Mechanic You Can Talk To? 
MONTEREY 
IMPORT MOTORS INC. 
We Explain All Service & Repair With Care 




1105 Del Monte (Rear) 
2 Blocks from NPS 
We Specialize In Repair Of 
Honda-Datsun-Toyota 
CertifIed By NIASE 
I charge on to campus to check in and 
start off "running when my feet hit the 
deckplates. " 
Now, I know that check-ins any-
where are confusing , but this was the 
best. There were times I thought I 
should have dropped crumbs behind 
me. Logic told me that the east wing 
and PSD was right through the Ball-
room and on the right (I should have 
taken that job they offered me when I 
wound up in the kitchen) . I think I really 
confused them up at the Monterey 
Courthouse by insisting they take my 
medical record. "Listen, Honey, it looks 
like a Presidio to me!" 
The Housing Office has always been 
my favorite place to check-in. 
"Sir, you need to go to Dental before 
you can come here." 
"Why?" 
"Dental comes before us on the list. " 
"But.. ." 
"Sorry, the rules!" 
Okay, dental's done, now can I 
check in? It came down to this - I now 
had three choices to make which would 
profoundly affect my life over the 
course of the next three years. I could 
choose house A or house B or I could 
wait another year to do the same thing 
again. Now, one thing I always like to 
do is to "get the lay of the land" before 
I find a place to live. In my survey I 
noticed about 50 houses vacant in 
some choice locales (like near the con-
venience store - my wife always 
forgets something) . But I only had 
those three choices - would I like a 
place near the freeway, by the Housing 
Office (like living next door to your par-
ents) or would I like to come back next 
year? 
I'm getting used to living by the free-
way. 
by Sue Smith 
The Monterey Bay Symphony 
opened its third season on Oct. 17, 
with a presentation of music from 
opera, featuring selections from 
Madame Butterfly, Carmen, and other 
great operas. 
The season, using the theme "The 
Many Splendors of Music," continues 
Nov. 21 in Carmel's Sunset Center. An 
evening of "Baroque Before Christ-
mas" will introduce us to the vibrant 
warmth and joy of the coming holidays 
with Michael Nowak, music director of 
the San Luis Obispo County Sym-
phony, conducting. The program, con-
sisting of works by Bach, Corelli and 
Vivaldi, will feature guest soloists 
Micheal Nowak, viola; Jill Cohen, viola 
and Leah Bayes, violin. 
The third concert of the season, Jan. 
3D, will be featuring music from film . 
The conductor will be Joyce Johnson-
Hamilton, music director of the Napa 
Valley Symphony. The program will in-
clude selections from Henry V, EI Cid, 
Casablanca, Lieutenant Kije and The 
Red Pony, with readings from Henry 
Vand The Red Pony. This will coincide 
with the Monterey Film Festival 's 
showing of The Red Pony, at the 
Dream Theater Sunday, Jan. 31 , be-
ginning at 1 p.m. 
The season continues in March (date 
to be announced) with and evening of 
ballet music to be conducted by Kath-
leen Ash Barraclough, music director 
of the South Valley Symphony. A few 
of the selections in the program will be 
Mendelssohn's Overture to A Midsum-
mer Night's Dream and Tchaikowsky's 
Swan Lake Suite. 
The season will conclude in April 
(date to be announced) with the pre-
sentation of the musical masterwork, 
the Verdi Requiem, with guest vocal 
soloists plus 90 voices of I Cantori Di 
Carmel joining the full Monterey Bay 
Symphony April 23 in Salinas and April 
24 and 25 in Carmel. Maestro Sal Fer-
rantelli , conductor of I Cantori Di Car-
mel and associate conductor of the 
Monterey Bay Symphony, will conduct 
this Grand Finale. 
Be sure to attend at least one of this 
season's performances. You will un-
derstand why this symphony has sold-
out performances and high critical 
acclaim. Tickets are $15 at the door or 
$50 for a season pass, available over 
the phone at Center Stage Ticketing, 
649-5561 . A discount on season 
passes is being offered to OSWC 
members. For information contact Sue 
Smith at 375-9178. 
-------------------, 
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PAT ARNETT 
IF YOU' RE MOVING TO NORFOLK. 
VIRGINIA BEACH. PORTSMOUTH. 
HAMPTON. NEWPORT NEWS, VA. 
WE'LL SHORTEN THE DISTANCE 
BETWEEN EAST & WEST. 
• Pat gives personalized attention to details. 
• Pat shops for the best mortgage and interest 
rates for you. 
• Pat removes the trouble and stress from your 
move by planning for your arrival. 
, Pat keeps in communication with you to keep 
you informed of progress. 
If it's personal attention you want, Pat is well 
qualified to handle your needs. Call her for 
your complete relocation package and com· 
pare the service you receive. 
Rose & Krueth Realty Corp. 
TOLL FREE NUMBER 
1-800-457 -0004 
Yes, please send me more information 
on homes in the NorfolklViriginia 
Beach area. 
Name ______________________ __ 
Address ____________________ __ 
City ______________________ _ 
State ________ Zip __________ _ 
Relocation Date ______________ _ 
Rose & Krueth 
g"T~~~~'~~a:~:~'· 
400 OAKMEARS CRESCENT 
VIRGIN[A BEACH, VA. 23462 (804) 499-9[91 
.... - ________________________ ..L. __________________ ,J 
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Favorite Holiday Memories 
The winter holiday season is upon us. Holidays may consist of parties, traveling, 
shopping, decorating, and baking but they also are fuJI of reminisces of past 
celebrations. Herewith are some of the Classmate staff members' most memorable 
holidays that we would like to share with you as we kick off the 1987 holiday season. 
A Blending of 
Christmas Memories 
Ask someone to tell you about their 
most memorable Christmas and you 
will probably observe a pensive ex-
pression followed by a long pause as 
they quickly scan the microfiche 
labeled "holidays" in their own library 
of memories. 
As the images go by rapid-fire, quite 
a few will be given careful scrutiny; this 
person simply will be unable to choose 
just one and you might be in for more 
than the two minute anecdote you 
asked for. 
Just the word "Christmas" seems to 
conjure up a series of memories that 
have layered upon each other and jel-
led, aged and mellowed, like the trad· 
itional Christmas fruitcake. For each of 
us, Christmas is more than a special 
day - it is a tangible and uniquely per-
sonal experience with its own inimita-
ble sights, smells and sensations. 
In the library of the mind's eye, my 
own memories blur past with surprising 
variety. The Norman Rockwellesque 
image of testing out a new American 
Flyer (do they still make them?) on 
hard-packed snow vividly contrasts the 
bizarre scene of waiting out a Christ-
mas Eve blizzard in a tinsel bedecked 
bar. 
Childhood memories of Christmas 
past seem suffused by a twinkling aura 
of magic. I can recall mysterious 
sleigh-type tracks in the new Christ-
mas snow (sure proof that "Yes, Vir-
ginia there is a Santa Claus"), probably 
made by an anxious parent. I particu-
larly looked forward to the ritualistic 
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search for the perfectly formed, fra-
grantly green Christmas tree. Once 
brought home, its natural beauty would 
be transformed into a cacophony of 
lights, tinsel and glass bulbs. And I 
can't forget the many determined ef-
forts to stay awake on Christmas Eve 
to catch a glimpse of Santa himself. 
Adulthood memories hold a different 
kind of magic. One image that comes 
to mind is the golden, candlelit beauty 
of a midnight mass. I smilingly recall 
that first sparsely decorated Christmas 
tree of the newlywed. I remember a 
marathon baking session when an 
army of gingerbread men, lovingly 
created by a small boy's hands, 
stormed through my kitchen and re-
duced it to rubble. And, coming full cir-
cle, I recall recent years when my own 
child made his own determined efforts 
to stay awake on Chistmas Eve just to 
catch a glimpse of Santa. 
Each passing year means a new ad-
dition to my Christmas memories li-
brary. Every once in a while it is sooth-
ing to go to this "library" and take a 
volume off the shelf to savor, share 
and treasure. 
- Deborah Gear 
A Romantic Memory 
Thanksgiving and Christmas stir 
their own poignant memories of family 
celebrations, special traditions and 
longtime friends . Most years blur to-
gether, forming a joyous composite. 
For me, though, Thanksgiving 1979 
stands alone. 
I was single, away from home, and 
scheduled to work the day shift at 
Portsmouth Naval Hospital. My boy-
friend and I planned to have dinner at 
my apartment. We had only been dat-
ing two months and I'd never cooked 
a meal for him. 
I was panic-stricken at the thought 
of ruining my first turkey ever at our 
first meal. Fortunately, since I had to 
work, he volunteered to roast the tur-
key. Then I panicked at having him in 
my kitchen, where my true ability at 
housekeeping didn 't exactly shine. The 
oven even less so, after I spilled the 
pie in it. 
Wednesday night I gave him my 
door key and at six o'clock Thanksgiv-
ing morning I went to work. I left him 
a cookbook and a note of useless infor-
mation: where to find things, when I'd 
be home, my work number, and not to 
call me if he needed advice about the 
turkey. 
I wondered all day how the evening 
would turn out. He was as inexperi-
enced in the kitchen as I was. My part 
of the meal had me particularly wor-
ried . He had told me his mom baked 
the best pumpkin pie in the world ... right 
after I'd agreed to bake one! 
Every1hing went well. The apartment 
was filled with aromas just like those 
back home. The dishes I'd prepared 
ahead were good and the turkey was 
absolutely gorgeous! We had an inti-
mate dinner by candlelight and cud-
dled on the sofa afterwards. 
The way to everyone's heart is 
through the stomach. I don't know if it 
was the herbs in the stuffing or the 
spice in the pie, but he proposed and 
I said yes. 
- Kathy Willson 
A 7-11 Thanksg iv ing 
I have had several memorable holi-
days; strangely, always Thanksgiving 
Days. I have been ill for two of them, 
celebrated birthdays of family mem-
bers on several of them, recuperated 
after giving birth the eve before 
another, and moved on two of them, 
one of which is my most memorable 
holiday. 
We were enroute from Pensacola, 
Florida to our next duty station at 
Mather AFB in Sacramento. Having a 
four-wheel drive vehicle and plenty of 
time, we decided to take a less-fre-
quented route. We had been enjoying 
the trip, but as the sun was setting on 
this particular Thanksgiving we still 
didn't know where we would be eating 
dinner. We decided to stop at the next 
town on the map, Del Norte, Colorado. 
After we checked into the first motel 
we happened upon (later learning it 
was the only motel), we began to 
search for a place to get dinner. As it 
turned out, the only place this "town" 
had in which to purchase any food was 
a 7-" store attached to the town's only 
gas station. About the least memorable 
thing about this most memorable trip 
was our meal, which we ate while 
watching TV in our breezy little motel 
room. 
As it turned out, it is now, years later, 
that I look back on that Thanksgiving 
with thankfulness. It was my last 
Thanksgiving before becoming a 
mother, and I'm thankful for the 
memories of the trip in which my hus-
band and I had each other all to our-
selves. I remember the beauty of the 
Rocky Mountains and the spectacular 
view driving out of them on the west 
side into the southwest desert. I re-
member the excitement of discovering 
Mesa Verde National Park on that trip, 
feeling as if we had taken a wrong turn 
somewhere and driven hundreds of 
centuries backward through time. I am 
thankful for the memories of the colors 
of the desert, and the experience of a 
rainstorm-battered Death Valley. I am 
thankful for the memory of driving 
across the Sierras, and dropping down 
on their west side into the sunny land 
of Sacramento. 
This was my most memorable holi-
day because we shared it together, just 
the two of us, experiencing the varying 
beauty of our country and wondering 
what lay ahead for us at the end of the 
trip. I hope there will be more holidays 
like that one in store for me in the fu-
ture. 
- Sue Smith 
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Lunch Served 11-2 p_m. 






\)" Our Famous $385 ~\."io Antipasto Salad and Fruit Bar Luncheon 
O>l't&\ Italian Buffet With Antipasto Salad $465 
and Fruit Bar Served 11:15 to 2 p.m. 
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Hanging Onto Tradition 
In Temporary Quarters 
Christmas dinner in our family has 
always been a time for Grandmother's 
sterling and wedding-gift Lenox atop 
an Army-Navy lace tablecloth. The ele-
gance of the setting, coupled with red 
velvet Christmas suits and the sense 
of goodwill brought on by new toys, is 
usually enough to make gentlemen out 
of even our youngest family members. 
Our traditional holiday fare - roast 
beef, Yorkshire Pudding, a Yule Log 
and an endless supply of cookies -
is a week-long labor of love for Mom 
and a memorable, hour-long feast for 
everyone else. After dinner, the adults 
enjoy the warm glow of happy children 
and good wine while the boys revel in 
the magic of Christmas tree lights and 
an all-too-generous Santa. 
Our holiday tradition began with the 
birth of our first child (now nearly four) 
and my husband's simultaneous dec-
laration that Christmases spent shut-
tling between our respective parental 
homes would happen no more. "After 
all ," he declared, "weare a family now." 
So went our Christmases - until last 
year. 
We made our move to Monterey just 
before Halloween. Optimistically, we 
envisioned settling into our quarters in 
time to give thanks for shore duty and 
affordable housing by Thanksgiving. 
Little did we know we would end up 
spending Halloween ... and Thanksgiv-
ing .. . and Christmas, as residents of Ft. 
Ord's Guest Housing. Not that we were 
ungrateful; we were quite thankful that 
the Army hierarchy saw fit to extend 
us in guest housing pending our move 
to La Mesa. But imagine our dismay 
when faced with spending Christmas 
with vinyl furniture, plastic dishes and 
no Christmas tree! 
On the advice of a veteran Navy 
wife , we had had the foresight to pack 
the children's stockings and a wreath 
"just in case." With a quick trip to the 
PX, we outfitted the boys in Christmas 
suits (forget the ones in storage!) and 
the quarters in a tabletop tree complete 
with tiny felt ornaments. We hung our 
stockings next to the doll-sized tree 
and prepared to tackle the next hurdle 
- Christmas dinner. 
After an initial round of panic, it was 
Hallmark and Redi-Foil to the rescue! 
One trip to the commissary later, we 
were prepared to slice and bake 
cookies, roast our standing ribs, and 
dine at a table replete with a vinyl "lace" 
tablecloth, festive paper plates, plastic 
champagne glasses and (thanks to an 
inate distrust of movers) my Grand-
mother's antique silver which always 
moves in my suitcase. It wasn't Lenox 
and lace, but our first Christmas in 
Monterey certainly produced our most 
interesting holiday photos - and 
memories - to date! 
-Judy Davis 
An "Overdone" Celebration 
While the Christmas of 1980 was a 
most memorable one, it was one my 
family would much rather forget. 
For me, it was a bad dream come 
true. During that fall , I had a strange 
recurring dream where I was running 
through the deep snow in my slippers 
to the fire station. Little did I know that 
my mother's plan for a special 60th 
birthday celebration for my dad would 
put that dream into action. 
My father was born on December 
24th, and every Christmas Eve my 
mother invites all of our relatives within 
driving distance to Lincoln, Maine, to 
Dad's birthday celebration. She really 
makes it a special event - the mouth-
watering aroma from the kitchen com-
bined with the fire in the fireplace, lit 
Christmas tree and many other festive 
decorations, holiday music in the back-
ground and tables attractively set with 
crystal , china and silver all make for a 
very joyous, happy time. But this time, 
Mom outdid herself. She thought that 
a birthday cake lit with 60 candles 
wasn't enough and decided that we 
should all hold sparklers when singing 
Dad "Happy Birthday." 
It was close to midnight when we 
finally got around to singing Dad his 
birthday wishes. I noticed that hot em-
bers from the burning sparkler I held 
in my hand were charring the carpet, 
but before I could say any1hing a wave 
of flames from another sparkler came 
rushing up the red felt tablecloth . The 
dining room of the old, big house on 
Main Street where my folks had lived 
for 35 years was quickly engulfed in 
flames. I ran to the phone, tried the 
operator and 911 to no avail. Soon I 
found myself running through the snow 
to the fire station just down the block. 
I pounded on the door, and the fireman 
sounded the alarm and yelled, "Fire in 
Doc Butterfield's dining room!" Many 
of the town's voluntary firemen were 
attending midnight Mass at a nearby 
church and bolted from the service to 
come to our rescue. 
Although the house, especially the 
dining room, suffered extensive dam-
age, it was a miracle that no one was 
hurt. Mom could only offer those 
hardworking firemen cake since the ice 
cream had long since melted. Rela-
tives and unexpected guests con-
versed over the tardy dessert and soon 
all went home to their own families. But 
in that house early Christmas morning, 
there was a real sense of love, 
friendship and goodwill toward fellow 
man. 
- Elizabeth Butterfield Webster 
A Treasured Memory 
Christmas in my family was always 
a family gathering. We weren 't a large 
family but we spent it together. Joining 
another family for Christmas was an 
interesting change. Frank's family 
open their presents in the morning and 
still give presents from Santa Claus. (I 
had never received a present from 
Santa before meeting Frank!) The 
Navy added another new perspective 
to Christmas. Christmas apart or "pos-
sibly" apart added excitement I didn't 
need. When I was due with Stephen 
(Dec. 29) we were told that the ship 
wasn't coming in but it surprised us 
and came in December 24th. 
But my most memorable Christmas 
was December 1984. Frank was in the 
Mediterranean and I was in Virginia. 
My in-laws flew Stephen and me to 
Utah for Christmas. Snow and being 
with "Grandpa and Grandma" was 
wonderful. Then my parents flew us to 
California for the New Year. We just 
stayed five days but I was able to see 
my grandmother several times. She 
helped raise me after my mom died 
when I was five . She loved Stephen 
and told him stories about me when I 
was a child . It was the last time that I 
would ever see her because she died 
that February. I will never forget those 
special days with the woman who gave 
me so much and seeing her with my 
son is a memory I treasure to this day. 
- Maumi J. Cannel Harris 
CAROUSEL TOYS 
Toys for all ages 
20% ~rtITEMS IN STOCK 
WITH MILITARY 1.0. 
WIND UP TOYS· PLUSH TOYS 
GAMES· NOVELTIES· BOOKS 
Preschool Toys and Mickey Mouse 
LOCATED IN THE EDGEWATER PACKING CO. 
640 WAVE ST., MONTEREY (408) 372-8659 
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Feasts for the less-Crowded Table 
This month we have tried to gather 
together some menus from other coun-
tries and religions for the holiday sea-
son. Thanks to Judy Davis, Diane 
Cameron and Linda Yoos, here are 
several interesting and informative ar-
ticles filled with recipe ideas you might 
want to add to your own family tradi-
tions. We have all enjoyed working on 
these menus and sharing the traditions 
with you. 
Merry Christmas! Happy Hanukkah! 
Joyeux Noel! 
Maumi J. Cannell Harris 
Hanukkah Celebration 
by Linda Yoos 
Hanukkah tells a story of military 
valor and epic bravery. It focuses at-
tention upon a dramatic crisis in Jewish 
history when freedom cried out for pro-
tection by dedicated men. Its origin is 
not a matter of speculation. The stirring 
circumstances amidst which it was 
born are in the record. The very word 
"Hanukkah" means "dedication" and 
underscores not so much the military 
achievement as the spiritual victory -
the rededication of the Temple. Signif-
icant as is victory on the field of battle, 
the ultimate triumph lies in the inner 
Temple of the spirit - in the hearts 
and minds of men. Hanukkah com-
memorates not the spirit of power but 
the power of the spirit. 
Hanukkah is a happy festival. It is 
marked by the lighting of candles in 
the home, beginning with one candle 
on the first night and adding one each 
successive night of the holiday. Their 
lighting is accompanied by blessings 
and followed by song. Special prayers 
of praise (Halle/) and thanksgiving-
hymns are recited at every service. A 
special prayer of thanksgiving (AI 
Hanissim) is also recited at every ser-
vice throughout the eight days. 
Hanukkah is primarily a home festi-
val but it is also marked by community 
celebrations. Parties, concerts, dra-
matic presentations - all are appro-
priate communal events celebrating 
the festival. Synagogues and other 
public Jewish institutions have begun 
in recent years to display large 
menorahs either on their grounds or in 
their lobbies. 
Traditionally, Hanukkah was consid-
ered a minor festival. But in recent 
years, during the season when our 
neighbors mark their Christmas hoi i-
SAN DIEGO BOUND? 
SERVING ALL OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY 
FOR REAL ESTATE INFORMATION 
CALL: OFF. (619) 484-1189 
RES. (619) 748-LAND 
PLEASE ASK FOR: Qntu"21 
Stephen Macleod ~STARf!iEALTY (' 
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day, Jewish parents have tried to make 
Hanukkah ever more impressive and 
appealing. By means of Hanukkah ob-
servances, they seek to satisfy the 
yearning of the young for cheerful 
lights, gifts and pageantry. 
On the menu of these days, latkes 
(potato pancakes) are prominently fea-
tured. The holiday is also marked by 
the giving of gifts. Of particular attrac-
tiveness to children is the Hanukkah 
Gelt which they have been encouraged 
to expect from their relatives. More en-
terprising youngsters try their luck at a 
game of dreidel. This involves a four-
sided top whose four Hebrew letters 
stand for Nes Gadal Hayah Sham, "A 
great miracle happened there." Ac-
cepted usage permits even adults to 
indulge in games of chance during 
Hanukkah. 
While Jews alone celebrate Hanuk-
kah, its meaning and its message are 
charged with deep significance for all 
freedom-loving men everywhere. 
Here are some recipes that often 
make up traditional Hanukkah menus. 
MEAT MENU 
Baked Brisket 








other fish dishes 
Latkes with sour cream 
Blintz Kugal 
Ruggelach 
4% Ibs. brisket 
% c. ketchup 




salt and pepper to taste 
paprika to taste 
garlic salt to taste 
1 onion, sliced 
Season meat with salt, pepper, paprika and 
garlic salt . Place onion in baking dish; add 
ketchup and water, cut·up potatoes and carrots. 
Place meat in pan. Cover with foil ; cook for 2'/2 
hours at 325 degrees. Uncover last 15 minutes. 
Potato latkes 
(Potato Pancakes) 
5 large potatoes 
2 eggs 
2-3 Tbsp. flour 
1 tsp. baking powder 
1 tsp. salt 
pepper, optional 
1 small grated onion 
shortening for cooking 
Peel the potatoes and grate. Drain all liquid. 
Rinse the potatoes in cold water in strainer (to 
remove starch so the mixture will stay white) and 
drain very well. Beat eggs slightly. Add with the 
remaining ingredients to potatoes and mix well. 
Heat oil in pan. Drop potato mixture by tables· 
peons into the hot fat. Fry the latkes on both 
sides until brown. Serve hot with applesauce (for 
meat meal) or with sour cream (for dairy meal). 
Noodle Kugel 
% lb. medium noodles, cooked 
5 eggs, beaten 
salt and pepper to taste 
6 Tbsp. margarine, melted 
Mix the noodles with eggs, salt and pepper, 
and 3 Tbsp. of melted margarine. Grease a bak-
ing dish with the rest of the margarine. Heat it 
in the oven. When the margarine is hot, pour in 
the noodle mixture. Bake in a 375 degree oven 
for 1 hour. SelVes six. 
Apple Strudel 
Pastry 
2 c. all·purpose flour 
% tsp. salt 
1f2 c. butter 
2 egg yolks 
'12 c. cold water 
Filling 
4 Ibs. tart green apples, peeled and sliced thin 
11j" c. sugar 
1 % c. golden raisins 
% c. ground blanched almonds 
1 tsp. grated lemon peel 
1 tsp. cinnamon 
'/" tsp. nutmeg 
1j" c. butter, melted, divided 
2 Tbsp. dry bread crumbs, divided 
Topping 
2 Tbsp. sugar 
% tsp. cinnamon 
Pastry: In large bowl combine flour and salt. 
With pastry blender or 2 knives, cut in butter 
until mixture resembles coarse crumbs. Beat egg 
yolks with the water. Add to crumbs and toss 
until pastry forms a ball . Divide dough in half. 
Wrap and refrigerate at least 6 hours or over-
night. 
Filling: Preheat oven to 400 degrees. In large 
bowl combine all ingredients. 
On large floured pastry cloth, roll half of dough 
into a very thin 18x15·inch rectangle. Grease 
two 17x14·inch cookie sheets. Brush 1 Tbsp. 
butter on rectangle , then sprinkle with 1 Tbsp. 
bread crumbs. Spoon half the filling along the 
longer side of dough, covering one third of the 
rectangle, leaving a 1-inch border. Fold the 2 
short sides of dough over ends of filling . Roll up 
jelly-roll fashion. Seal edges with water. Place 
seam side down on a cookie sheet. Repeat pro-
cedure with remaining ingredients. 
Topping: in bowl combine sugar and cinna-
mon. Brush each roll with remaining butter. 
Sprinkle with sugar--cinnamon. With sharp knife 
score each roll into sixteen slices. Bake 40 min-
utes. Reduce oven temperature to 350 degrees 
and bake 10 minutes more. Transfer to wire 
racks to cool. Makes 32 slices. 
Sufganiot 
(Israeli Donuts) 
'/2 pkg. dried yeast 
1 c. warm water (105-115 degrees) 







2 c. flour, sifted 
2 tsp. sugar 
1 tsp. salt 
1 egg, well bealen 
oil for frying 
Sprinkle the yeast over the warm water. Let 
it stand until dissolved. Sift the flour with sugar 
and salt, and add the egg. Add the yeast, and 
beat well until the mixture is thoroughly blended. 
Cover and put in a warm place to rise until it 
doubles in bulk. 
Place oil in a frying pan to half the height of 
the pan and heat. When the oil is hot, drop the 
batter by spoonfuls into the oil. Fry on both sides 
until donuts are a golden color. Drain well on 
paper toweling. Sprinkle with granulated sugar. 
Serve not. Serves six. 
Salmon Croquettes 
2 c. canned salmon 
% c. cracker crumbs 
2 beaten eggs 
Y2 tsp. salt 
118 tsp. paprika 
oil for frying 
Flake salmon and stir in crumbs, eggs, salt 
and paprika. Form these ingredients into 
croqueHes. Heat oil in frying pan. Brown croquet-
tes, small amounts at a time, on all sides. Drain 
well. Serve hot. 
continued on next page 
6 AND 8 FOOT 
PARTY 
SANDWICHES 
JAWS POOR BOYS HOAGIES 
1193 10th St., Monterey (1 block from Naval Postgraduate School) 
For Faster Service - Phone Ahead 375-9161 
Mon. - Sat. 7-3 Fresh Doughnuts Daily 
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Blintz Kugel 
(golden apple blintz souffle) 
1 pkg. apple or cherry blintz 
butter 
cinnamon to taste 
2 eggs 
1h c. sugar 
8 oz. sour cream 
1 tsp. vanilla 
Grease baking dish with butter. Put blintz on 
bottom of pan and sprinkle with cinnamon. Beat 
eggs and sugar together ; fold in sour cream and 
vanilla. Pour egg mixture over blintz. Bake for 1 
hour at 350 degrees. 
Ruggelach 
2 c. unsifted all-purpose flour 
1h c. granulated sugar 
1 pkg. (8 ozs.) cream cheese, well chilled and 
cut into small pieces 
1 c. (2 sticks) unsalted butter, well chilled and 
cut into small pieces 
Nut lilling: 
V. c. granulated sugar 
2 tsp. ground cinnamon 
1 c. finely chopped walnuts or pecans 
2 Tbsp. confectioners sugar for topping (op-
tional) 
Combine flour and sugar in large bowl. Scatter 
pieces of cream cheese and butter on top; cut 
in with pastry blender until texture of fine meal. 
Rub mixture gently in hands until it forms a soft 
dough. Shape into ball . Divide dough into six 
equal parts; shape each part into ball. Wrap in-
dividually in plastic wrap and chill overnight in 
refrigerator. Roll balls of dough, one by one, on 
well-floured pastry cloth with well-floured stock-
inette-covered rolling pin into circles slightly 
larger than 8112 inches in diameter. With 8lk-inch 
circle pattern cut from cardboard or 8lk-inch 
plale, cut into six circles. Gather scraps and reroll 
for extra cookies. With well-floured, large sharp 
knife, cut each circle into eight pie-shaped 
wedges; leave circles intact. 
Prepare Nut Filling: Stir together the 1/.. c. 
sugar, cinnamon and nuts in small bowl until 
well mixed. Sprinkle about 3 tablespoons of fill ing 
over each circle. Roll each wedge toward point, 
pressing point into dough to secure. Arrange 
cookies, points down, on ungreased baking 
sheets, spacing about 1 inch apart. 
Bake in top third of preheated 350 degrees 
for 15 to 18 minutes until light tan. Remove at 
once to wire racks to cool to room temperature. 
Place racks on piece of wax paper. Lightly dust 
cookies with confectioners sugar, if you wish. 
Store in airtight container. 
English Christmas Dinner 
by Judy Davis 
Though we Americans are a tre-
mendously varied lot, most of us can 
trace at least one or two leaves of our 
family trees back to the British Isles. 
Whether you're a confirmed anglo-
phyle or one who merely enjoys a good 
cut of beef, you're sure to enjoy this 
americanized version of an English 
Christmas dinner. 
The menu features traditional favor-
ites such as Standing Rib Roast and 
Yorkshire Pudding, along with more 
unusual recipes like the Mint Chip Yule 
Log. While the traditional yule log is 
filled with cream, this version caters to 
our family's insatiable appetite for ice 
cream. 
If you want to add a truly English 
touch to your Christmas celebration, 
be sure to begin your dinner with the 
sound of "crackers." These crepe 
paper and foil favors snap open as din-
ers cross arms and pull on opposite 
ends of the crackers. The paper party 
hats and jokes which fall from them 
ensure a festive atmosphere for the 
rest of the meal! Crackers are available 
locally in specialty stores, or through 
culinary catalogs such as Williams-
Sonoma. 
Dr. Charles R. Unkenbach, D.D.S. 
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General Dentistry 
Capt. Linkenbach was formerly the 
Director of the Naval Postgraduate School Dental Department 
1010 Cass St. 
Suite C·1 372·8011 
Be sure to toast the season with a 
glass of your favorite sherry (served 
either before or after the meal) or a 
steamy cup of Wassail. Wassail de-
rives from the Middle English "waes 
haeil," literally "Be thou whole!" 
Menu 
(serves 4-6) 
Sherry or Wassail 
Beer Cheese in Rye 
Fruit Cup with Ginger Cream 
Standing Beef Rib Roast au jus 
Yorkshire Pudding 
Over Roasted Potatoes 
Green Peas and Onions 
Brussel Sprouts with Chestnuts 
Mint Chip Yule Log 
Wassail 
This recipe makes about 18 servings. If you're 
not expecting guests or carolers, the leftovers 
can be refrigerated (strain out the spices before 
storing!) and reheated. 
3 large, tart apples, cored 
1 gallon apple cider 
1-6 oz. can lemonade, undiluted 
1-6 oz. can orange juice, undiluted 
cinnamon sticks (optional) 
6 whole allspice 
6 whole cloves 
2 tsp. nutmeg 
1 cup brown sugar 
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Cut the apples 
in half and bake for 25 minutes or until tender. 
Meanwhile, simmer 2 cups of cider, cloves, 
allspice and nutmeg in large kettle for 10 min-
utes. Add remaining cider, orange juice, 
lemonade and brown sugar. Heat until very hot 
but not boiling. 
Float baked apples in wassail in a punch bowl. 
Serve hot with a cinnamon stick, if desired. 
Note: The leftover apples become the next 
day's dessert if drained and refrigerated. Simply 
slice, heat in oven or microwave, and serve with 
sweetened, softly whipped cream. 
Beer Cheese In Rye 
1 c. graled cheddar 
1 oz. Roquefort cheese, crumbled 
112 c. beer 
a few dashes of Tabasco sauce 
1 tsp. Worcestershire 
garlic powder to taste 
1f2 small onion, grated 
small loaf rye bread 
Heat beer and set aside. Mix all other ingre-
dients and gradually add to beer using electric 
mixer. Return to stove and heat, stirring often, 
until smooth. 
Hollow-out rye loaf, leaving about a one inch 
shell. Fill with cheese sauce. Cut hollowed-out 
portion into bite-sized pieces. To serve, use 
toothpicks to dip rye chunks into cheese sauce. 
Fresh Fruit with Ginger Creme 
Assorted fresh fruits (use whatever family 
favorites are available) 
1 egg. well beaten 
2 Tbsp. sugar 
1 tsp. flour 
1 cup crushed pineapple (and juice) 
ginger to taste 
1-8 oz. carton whipping cream, whipped 
Combine egg, sugar, flour and pineapple in a 
large saucepan. Cook over low heat until thick-
ened, then cool. Sprinkle with ginger (to taste) 
and fold in whipped cream. Spoon bite-sized 
pieces of fruit into individual dishes. Top with 
Ginger Cream. 
Standtng Beef Rib Roa.t au jus 
1 standing rib roast, about 4 Ibs. 
melted butter 
114 cup sherry 
salt 
pepper 
Preheat oven to 325 degrees. Place the meat 
(fat side up) in a shallow, open roasting pan and 
bring to room temperature. Brush roast with 
melted butter and season with salt and pepper. 
Roast about 20 minutes per pound, or until inter-
nal temperature reaches about 135 degrees (for 
medium rare). 
Remove roast to platter and cover with foil. 
Reserve 4 Tbsps. of fat from the pan to make 
Yorkshire Pudding. Pour remaining pan drip-
pings into a small skillet. Add sherry (or beef 
broth, if you prefer) , season with salt and pepper, 
and cook until well blended. Pour into gravy 
pitcher to serve. 
To carve the meat. lay the roast on its side 
with the ribs to your left (if you're right-handed) . 
Slice to desired th ickness, working from right to 
left. Serve with the seasoned pan juices. 
Yorkshire Pudding 
from The Fanny Farmer Cookbook 
4 Tbsps. pan drippings 
2 eggs 
1 cup milk 
1 cup flour 
3/-4 tsp. salt 
Turn the oven up to 450 degrees and pour 
the pan drippings into a 9 x 9 inch pan. Put the 
pan in the oven to keep sizzling while you pre-
pare the batter. Combine the eggs, milk, flour 
and salt , and beat until well blended. Pour batter 
into the prepared pan and bake 25-30 minutes. 
Serve piping hot from the baking pan. 
Oven Roasted Potatoes 
4-6 baking potatoes 
melted butter (about 1/ -4 cup) 
salt 
pepper 
Preheat oven to 450 degrees. Peel potatoes 
and cut into wedges. Soak potatoes in cold water 
for about 10 minutes. Dry well with paper towels. 
lightly grease a shallow baking pan and place 
wedges point side up. Brush with melted butter 
and sprinkle with salt and pepper. Bake about 
30 minutes or unlil tender. 
Mint Chip Yule Log 
(adapted from a Southern Living recipe) 
1 cup flour 
1/3 cup cocoa 
5 eggs 
3/4 tsp. baking powder 
2 tsps. vanilla extract 
1 cup sugar 
2 tsps. vanilla extract 
additional cocoa 
1 quart mint chip ice cream 
chocolate frosting 
Preheat oven to 400 degrees. Grease a 15 x 
10 x 1 inch jellyroll pan and line with waxed 
paper. Grease waxed paper and "flour~ with ad-
ditional cocoa. Sift flour and 113 cup cocoa ta-
gether; set aside. Combine eggs, baking powder 
and salt; beat at high speed of mixer until foamy. 
Gradually add sugar, beating until mixture is 
thickened. Fold in flour mixture and vanilla. 
Spread batter evenly into prepared pan. Bake 
for about 10 minutes. 
Sift cocoa in a 15 x 10 inch rectangle on a 
linen towel. When the cake is done, loosen from 
sides of pan and turn out onto cocoa. Peel off 
waxed paper . Starting at wide end, roll up cake 
and towel and coolon a wire rack, seam side 
down, for 25 minutes. Meanwhile, remove ice 
cream from freezer to soften. 
$1.00 
Unroll cake, remove towel and spread with ice 
cream. Ae-roll cake and place on baking sheet. 
Freeze until ice cream is firm, about 1 hour. Ae-
move cake from freezer and cut in half. Place 
each roll on a freezer-proof platter and ice with 
chocolate frosting (recipe follows) . Score frosting 
with fork tines to simulate bark. Freeze until serv-
ing time. 
Garnish logs with maraschino cherries and 
holly leaves, if desired. Each log yields six to 
eight servings. The extra log makes a great gift! 
Chocolate Frosting 
3% c. sifted powdered sugar 
% c. cocoa 
V4 c. shortening 
V-4 tsp. salt 
11h tsp. vanilla 
V-4 c. plus 2 Tbsp. milk 
Combine first five ingredients in a large bowl; 
add V-4 cup milk, beating until smooth. If neces-
sary, add a bit of the remaining milk to reach 
spreading consistency. 




Authentic Italian Recipel 
A FRESH, THICK, delicious CRUST covered with a RICH tomato sauce. 
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Christmas Delights from the 
Great White North 
by Diane Cameron 
I remember the excitement of Christ-
mas Eve, growing up in Montreal, as 
we welcomed friends to our home and 
enjoyed the warmth and good cheer of 
the evening, before bundling up and 
heading out in the cold and snow to 
go to church. Later, my sister and I 
would set out a snack for Santa before 
heading off to bed to wait out the long 
hours before morning (early morning!) 
when we could dive into our gifts. I 
remember peeking out the window 
from my bed to see my French Cana-
dian friends still up, preparing to go to 
midnight mass. I always thought how 
lucky they were because they got to 
open their presents as soon as they 
returned home, and didn't go to bed 
until about 7 a.m. when I was just get-
ting up. 
French Canadian Catholic families 
usually attend midnight mass on 
Christmas Eve, then return home to 
open their gifts and sit down to a Christ-
mas feast called reveillon!Their dinner 
is served complete with turkey, farce 
(a wondertul variation on mashed 
potatoes), lourliere (which is a French 
Canadian meat pie), salads, coleslaw 
and perhaps a Yuletide Log for des-
sert. All the food is prepared in ad-
vance, so that everything is ready to 
serve in the wee hours of the morning. 
For my family, as English Cana-
dians, Christmas dinner took place 
Christmas night, after a day of phone 
calls to wish relatives living far away a 
Merry Christmas, and visiting with 
those who also lived in Montreal. Our 
main course was always a turkey din-
ner with all the trimmings, topped off 
with a steamed plum or carrot pudding. 
Since coming to live in the United 
States I have tried to keep my Christ-
mas memories alive and help create 
holiday traditions for my family by pre-
paring some of the dishes that I grew 
up with. 
Canada is a wondertul, diverse na-
tion filled with families celebrating 
Christmas with traditions handed down 
through the generations from around 
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the world. This makes it hard for me 
to give a concise list of holiday delights 
that make Christmas special for all 
Canadians, but I can assure you that 
the following recipes are a special 
sampling of such a list. I suggest that 
if you are looking for something differ-
ent to try this holiday season, perhaps 
for Christmas or New Year's Eve, give 
one or more of the following recipes a 
try! 
Joyeux Noel - Merry Christmas! 
Tourtii!re 
(French Canadian Meat Pie) 
1 lb. ground beef 
1 lb. ground pork 
1 lb. ground veal (if desired) 
2 small onions, chopped 
2 eggs 
1 cup water 
1112 tsp. salt 
1f.t tsp. pepper 
If,. tsp. garlic powder 
1/2 tsp. ground cloves 
% tsp. cinnamon 
1 tsp. savory 
1 cup bread crumbs 
Mix all the ingredients except the bread 
crumbs in a large, heavy saucepan; bring to a 
boil and cook uncovered at medium heat for 
about 20 minutes. 
Cool Slightly and add the bread crumbs. While 
the meat mixture is cooking, make enough pas-
try for 2 eight-inch covered pies. Divide the meat 
mixture between two unbaked pie shells, and 
cover both with pastry. At this point you can 
cover the pies with plastic wrap and freeze them 
for a few days. Thaw them to room temperature, 
and bake at 400 degrees until nicely browned. 
Serve this with cold salads or hot vegetables, 
whichever you please, and if you have a catsup 
lover in your family, be sure to have plenty on 
hand to serve with your tourMre P.S. don 't be 
surprised if the fourtiere tastes even better when 
it's reheated! 
Farce 
(Special thanks to Claudine Perron for 
this holiday recipe) 
In English farce means a type of stuffing, and 
can be made one of two ways. 
The first method is to cook the turkey giblets 
in a covered saucepan of boiling water (enough 
to cover), with some chopped fresh onion and 
salt and pepper to taste. In another pot , boil 
enough potatoes to feed your crowd. After the 
giblets have simmered for 45 minutes to an hour, 
chop them into small pieces, and mix with 
mashed potatoes that have been moistened with 
the giblet broth. 
The second method simply entails mixing sea· 
soned ground beef with the mashed potatoes 
and broth, instead of the giblets. 
Both methods require very liHle extra work if 
you are used to preparing mashed potatoes any· 
way, and farce may just prove to be a new favor· 
ite with your family this holiday season. 
Seafood Salad 
This is a Christmas Eve tradition which Maria 
Fleming grew up with in Victoria, British Colum· 
bia, and still continues in her own fami ly today. 
Seeing this recipe brought back happy childhood 
memories for Maumi Harris as she remembers 
her grandmother, who was also from British Col· 
umbia, preparing this dish for holiday dinners. 
Combine cooked crabmeat with cooked 
shrimp, planning on one generous cup per per· 
son of combined seafood. Toss lightly with 
shredded lettuce leaves. To prepare the sauce, 
start with 3/ .. cup of mayonnaise; add portions of 
catsup and lemon juice to suit your own taste. 
(Depending on how many you plan to serve, you 
may need to double the sauce, because the 
more sauce the better!) Combine the salad and 
sauce in a huge glass bowl. If you prefer a dish 
similar to Seafood Cocktail, mix the seafood with 
the sauce and serve on a bed of shredded let· 
tuce. 
Serve the Seafood Salad with your favorite 
crackers , chilled white wine, and a sampling of 
Christmas baking in front of a roaring fire while 
watching the holiday specials on T.V. (at least 
until the children go to bed). 
Carrot Pudding 
I have read that in Europe, Carrot Pudding 
took the place of English Plum Pudding on the 
German Christmas table. Certainly in my family 
either was welcomed, providing that our favorite 
sauces had been made to go with the pudding. 
I've included four favorites ; give at least two of 
them a try! 
1 c. grated carrot 
1 c. grated potato 
1 cup ground suet (beef fat) 
1 cup raisins 
1 cup currants 
4 oz. mixed candied fru it, chopped (optional) 
1 lemon, ju ice and rind, grate the rind 
1 c. brown sugar 
11/2 c. flour 
1 tsp. salt 
1 tsp. baking soda 
'12 tsp. cinnamon 
1/2 tsp. ground cloves 
'h tsp. nutmeg 
Combine the baking soda with the potato, then 
add the carrot, suet, raisins, currants , mixed can· 
died fru it, lemon juice and rind , and brown sugar 
in a large bowl. Combine the flour, salt, cinna· 
man, cloves and nutmeg in a separate bowl. 
Combine the flour mixture with the carrot mixture 
and be sure to mix them well . 
Carrot Pudding can be steamed or baked. I 
recommend steaming it. Steamed puddings 
must be cooked in a tightly covered, well greased 
stainless steel or crockery mold. The mold is 
placed on a rack inside a large steamer or co· 
vered pot on top of the stove, with boiling water 
coming half way up the side of the mold. Steam 
the pudding for approximately three hours, being 
careful not to let the water level drop too low. 
If steam gets into the mold it will ruin the pud-
ding. In gourmet cooking shops you can buy a 
stainless steel mold with a lid that clamps down 
or you can make your own watertight lid. To do 
so, cover the mold with a double thickness of 
waxed paper. Tie tightly with twine, then cover 
with foil and tie ,\gain. 
Carrot pudding can be made a few days 
ahead, and refrigerated until you are ready to 
serve it. Be certain to let the pudding come to 
room temperature before steaming it 10 reheat 
it, which you can do while you are eating your 
Christmas dinner. To serve, turn the mold upside 
down on a platter and carefully remove the mold 
from the pudding. 
Hard Sauce 
1/3 c. softened butter 
1 c. sifted confectioners sugar 
1 Tbsp. rum (or brandy, sherry or 1 tsp. vanilla) 
Cream butter and gradu,ally add confectioners 
sugar. Beat until creamy; blend in the rum. Place 
in a serving dish, dust lightly with nutmeg and 
decorate with red and green maraschino cher-
ries . Chill thoroughly. Makes one cup. 
3 Tbsp. flour 
112 c. sugar 
1/-4 tsp. salt 
Lemon Sauce 
11/-4 c. boiling water 
2 Tbsp. butter 
1 Tbsp. grated lemon rind 
1/-4 c. lemon juice 
In a double-boiler, combine flour, sugar and 
salt. Gradually stir in boiling water and cook over 
medium heat, sti rring constantly, until thickened. 
Cover and cook two minutes longer, stirring oc-
casionally. Remove from heat and blend in but-
ter, lemon juice and rind . Serve hot over pudding. 
Makes 1 'h cups. 
Brandy Sauce 
(Special thanks to Maria Fleming for sharing this) 
2 Tbsp. butter 
2 Tbsp. flour 
V-4 tsp. salt 
'h c. brown sugar, packed 
3/-4 c. boiling water 
'h c. brandy 
Melt butter ; add flour and salt ; stir until smooth. 
Add sugar and brown, stirring constantly. Re-
move saucepan from heat; add boiling water and 
brandy. Bring to a boil. Serve hot over pudding. 
Makes 1 V-4 cups. 
'h c. butter 
1 c. sugar 
'h c. light cream 
1 tsp. vanilla 
Cream Sauce 
Melt butter; stir in sugar and cream until sugar 
dissolves. Bring to a boil , stirring constantly. Re-
move from heat and stir in vanilla. Serve hot 
over pudding. Makes 0/-4 cup. 
English Trifle 
(My thanks to Maria Fleming for her 
family favorite) 
1 poundcake 
1 large package vanilla pudding (not instant) 
1 can sliced peaches or mixed fruit 
strawberry or raspberry jam 
whipping cream (the real stuff, whipped and 
sweetened with confectioners sugar 
and vanilla) 
Cream Sherry 
Slice the poundcake into five or six layers. 
Spread each layer with jam and reassemble. Cut 
the cake into one-inch cubes and arrange on 
the bottom (and part-way up the sides) of a fancy 
glass serving bowl. Drain the can of fruit, reser-
ving the juice. Pour V-4 cup of reserved juice over 
the cake, then sprinkle with two to four table-
spoons of sherry. let the cake stand to absorb 
liquid while preparing the pudding. If you wish a 
moister cake, add a little more juice, but don't 
make it soggy. 
Prepare the pudding according to the package 
instructions, but substitute Ih: cup fruit juice for 
milk. (Add water to the fruit juice to equal lh: cup 
if you run short). Set pudding aside to cool 
slightly and thicken; add two to four tablespoons 
of sherry. (If you prefer, use juice or milk to thin 
the pudding). 
Arrange canned fruit on top of the cake cubes 
and pour the pudding over top, making sure the 
pudding reaches the bottom of the bowl. Cover 
with plastic wrap and 0001 in the refrigerator for 
three to four hours. Before serving, top the trifle 
with whipped cream and decorate with maras-
chino cherries and slivered almonds. Serves six 
to eight. 
P .S. You can prepare the Trifle using a layer 
of mincemeat instead of the canned fruit if you 
prefer. 
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by Maumi J. Cannell Harris 
Delft is a tin-glazed pottery. It origi-
nated in Belgium and Italy. Dutch trad-
ers made the city of Delft the center of 
their world-wide trade of pottery. The 
term "delft" became synonymous with 
"tin-glazed pottery." The use of delft to 
indicate only blue and white pieces is 
incorrect. Most potters worked in 
polychrome as well. Delft, faience and 
majolica are all tin-glazed pottery. 





Ringing in the New 
Future plans for Monterey, 
OSWC and you. 
Articles for either issue should be 
submitted, typed double-spaced, to 
SMC 2330 by the first of the month 
preceding the month of publication. 
For more information, contact Sue 
Smith , 375-9178. 
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trash and treasures 
Delft Pottery 
Folk Art from the Netherlands 
or "folk pottery." Although Dutch and 
English delft was in common use in 
aristocratic households, it was used for 
the more menial purposes and not for 
display. Tiles were very popular in 
even the wealthiest homes. The artistic 
revolution of neo-classicism and the In-
dustrial Revolution weakened the folk 
traditions. 
The Antique Trader Price Guide to 
Antiques and Col/ector's Items, a bi-
monthly periodical, lists several pieces 
of delft and their current prices. These 
prices reflect the average selling price, 
compiled from various sources. 
There are several tile pictures listed. 
Tile pictures are made up of four or 
more tiles set together to form a larger 
picture. A set of tile pictures, each pic-
ture comprised of six tiles, with people, 
buildings and cattle in canal land-
scapes, Dutch, 18th-century, 15'/2 x 
1 O'j4-inch, sells for $1 ,960 each . I have 
seen tiles placed in fireplace mantels 
and in kitchen tiling . Delft tiles are very 
popular for that purpose, if you have 
the money to invest. 
Plates seem to be fairly common. 
The price listed - there are so many 
in this issue (October 1987) - go from 
$137 to $225. All the plates listed are 
of the "common" blue variety. 
The most expensive piece is a wine 
cooler with pewter-mounted rims, 
painted iron-red, blue and gold with 
oriental floral sprays between molded 
blue borders highlighted with gilding, 
molded bearded lion's mask and ring 
handles. The piece is Dutch, 1705-
1720, monogramed "PAK" for Pieter 
Adriaensz Kochs and is 7 7/8-inches 
in diameter. This piece has sold for 
$2,530. What a lovely thing to chill wine 
in. 
This column was a request from one 
of our readers. If any of you have a 
subject you would like us to research 
or have a question, send your queries 
to me and we will try to help you. Trash 
and Treasures, SMC Box 2074. 
The resources for this article were 
Oakland antique dealers, Ed and Ella-
mae Cannell. 
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Peninsula Health Education Courses 
by Tracey Wood R.N. 
Who among us knows all they 
should about taking care of our 
bodies? Not I, for sure. Not only is there 
so much to learn, but there are new 
developments every day to keep up 
with . That is why most communities 
offer adult health education courses, 
and the Monterey Peninsula is no ex-
ception. 
Sorting through all the various op-
tions can be confusing, as a great vari-
ety of programs are available, both 
military and civilian . I have found that 
an easily accessable, affordable, and 
well-organized program exists at the 
Community Hospital of the Monterey 
Peninsula (CHOMP). 
A brief rundown of some of the 
courses available at CHOMP are as 
follows. 
Stress Management - this popular 
course features the following goals: 
To learn to identify the most 
significiant stresses in your life 
To relax 
To be more assertive 
To better manage your time 
To react in more positive ways 
to stressful events 
Smoking Cessation - an eight ses-
sion, four-week class designed by 
Stanford University to help people kick 
the smoking habit. Eighty percent of 
those who complete the program do 
quit smoking. 
Nutrition ... /t 's a Delicious Idea -
Registered Dietitians offer a variety of 
nutrition education programs, which in-
clude individualized instruction, cook-
ing demonstrations and the following 
nutrition classes: 
Weight loss: ready ... set...lose 
Nutrition and Disease Prevention 
Nutrition During Pregnancy, 
Breast Feeding, Infancy and 
Childhood 
Advance Course in Nutrition 
For further information, or to sign up 
for a class, call 625-4644. To register 
for the Nutrition classes call 625-4842. 
Carpet 
Remnant 
We specialize in wall to wall loose layed 
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living with children 
Siblings - Protectors and Persecutors 
by Marianne Bingham Rowe, M.S. 
Brothers and sisters play a major 
role in each other's lives. It is often 
through sibling relationships that we, 
and our children, begin to learn about 
socialization - getting along and not 
getting along with others. It is with 
brothers and sisters that many learn 
about being angry and then "getting 
over it" or not getting over it, about feel-
ing close at times and not-sa-close at 
other times, and that relationships are 
not consistent, but the underlying feel-
ings on which they are based can re-
main steadfast in spite of superficial 
fluctuations. 
Among siblings these fluctuations 
are often a result of conflicting emo-
tions love/hate, comraderiel 
jealousy. Although children develop 
friendships outside the family, rarely 
does one share the mutual background 
and experiences as those shared by 
siblings. With a brother or sister one 
shares memories of family experi-
ences and interactions and, at times, 
joins forces against the parent in a 
struggle for independence. An older 
sibling may have acted as a protector 
against the neighborhood bully, while 
the younger sibling may have under-
stood what others could not. These 
mutual bonds create the basis for a 
loving alliance. 
On the other hand, each sibling often 
feels forced to share the attention and 
affection of the person(s) considered 
to be the most important in the world 
of a young child. From the child's point 
of view: "Not only do I have to share 
what I want to have all to myself, but 
I didn't even get to choose who to share 
it with ." Usually there are differences 
in age, personality and temperament, 
and sometimes these differences sim-
ply do no mesh. The result of the com-
bination of these factors is an ongoing 
struggle not only between the two indi-
viduals, but also within each person-
a struggle of love and hate, of com-
raderie and jealousy. 
Each person, of course, views this 
situation from a different perspective. 
The older child may feel that the 
younger gets more attention ; he or she 
may feel resentment about being re-
sponsible and having to care for this 
brother or sister. The younger child, at 
the same time, may feel unable to 
"measure up" to the older child, that 
they are in constant comparison by 
parents, relatives and teachers, and 
that he or she must excel where the 
older one does not. There may be a 
mixture of resentment and idolization 
about this person who may pick-on or 
tease. Often sibings, once they discuss 
these mixed feelings of admiration and 
jealousy as adults are surprised that 
they had these emotions in common. 
The degree to which a rivalry is felt 
is sometimes related to the difference 
in ages. Having to share attention and 
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affection may seem less threatening to 
a three-year-old, particularly if there is 
involvement in pre-school , than to an 
eighteen-month-old who is still depen-
dent. No matter what the age differ-
ence, however, some degree of 
jealousy will exist and will probably 
show itself in more than one form -
from taking toys, fighting verbally and 
physically, teasing and tattling, to the 
older child's withdrawing from others 
or regressing to "baby" behaviors 
(such as drinking from a bottle or day-
time wetting) . These behaviors, to a 
reasonable degree, are normal and 
they will disappear as the child comes 
to feel secure and loved in his or her 
own right. 
There are specific steps that you, as 
a parent, can take to build this feeling 
of security and minimize the destruc-
tiveness of the jealousy. First of all , 
prepare the older child for the baby's 
arrival by discussing how things might 
be different and how he or she can 
help with the baby if interested. When 
the baby arrives, allow the older child 
to touch and hold the baby as a desire 
to do so is expressed, being aware that 
the older child may be experiencing a 
mixture of curiosity and disdain. 
Give reminders of your love by ex-
pressing it verbally and physically 
(touches, pats and hugs) and by giving 
individual attention when possible, 
even to seemingly unimportant reo 
quests (such as "put some baby lotion 
on me, too"). Frequently reassure that 
just because there is another person 
in the house to love, that does not 
mean everyone else is loved less. 
Encourage verbal expression of 
feelings. Appropriate physical expres· 
sion of emotions can be taught: for 
example, taking out anger on a doll or 
tower of blocks rather than on a brother 
or sister. In other words, let the child 
know that you recognize and accept 
the feeling but will not tolerate hurting 
another person. 
Increase opportunities for building 
friendships outside the home; it's 
easier to share a world that is not so 
limited. Of course, avoid making com-
parisons between siblings (the children 
are making plenty of their own); in-
stead, recognize the uniqueness and 
value of each individual and this accep-
tance will develop into a sense of self 
worth . 
Finally , recognize that siblings will 
have conflicts and that they will have 
to work out their relationship on their 
own ; you can provide guidance but 
cannot control or determine what the 
relationship will be. 
As conflicts arise, it is usually advis-
able to keep parental interference to a 
minimum, except of course if there is 
imminent danger of physical harm or 
if there is clearly a need for interven-
tion. When a parent steps into an argu-
ment between siblings, particularly if 
trying to assess who's to blame, a win-
ner and loser are immediately estab-
lished. By taking up for the younger 
child, the parent reinforces the role of 
"baby," or one with special privileges, 
and also communicates a message of 
incompetence about his or her ability 
to solve problems. If, on the other 
hand, the parent sides with the older 
Sibling, chances are the "put-down" or 
"I'm-not-as-good" feelings of the 
younger child are reinforced while the 
older's feelings of power are en-
hanced. All these factors combine to 
set the stage for a new fight, another 
effort to draw the parent to one's own 
side. 
The parent can, instead of affixing 
blame, orient towards teaching the 
children how to resolve conflicts with-
out physical fighting (this effort is usu-
ally most effective when made during 
a calm time rather than when a fight is 
in progress) and can express confi-
dence in the children's ability to work 
out many of the problems themselves . 
With arguments and conflicts, as 
with many other aspects of life, chil-
dren learn by watching what their par-
ents do; chances are, you will see your 
children try to solve problems the same 
way that you do. 
The one thing that is usually cons is-
tent between siblings is that the feel-
ings - whatever they may be at any 
one moment - are strong. Brothers 
and sisters may have the fiercest of 
arguments one hour, only to be the 
closest of friends the next. As a parent 
you can teach them how to resolve 
conflicts constructively and then let 
them practice and use this knowledge 
by letting them work through minor dis-
putes independently. When your inter-
vention is necessary, a 't ime out" for 
tempers to cool may be needed before 
the three of you can sit down to work 
out an acceptable solution. Whatever 
the situation, set yourself up to be 
called in as the mediator rather than 
as the ultimate weapcn. 
By having conflicts and then resolv-
ing them, brothers and sisters learn 
much about relationships, a very im-
portant part of the rest of their lives. 
If you have a question about children 
or child-rearing, we will be glad to an-
swer it in this column (names will be 
withheld upcn request) . Send your 
questions to Living with Children, clo 
The Classmate, SMC 2330. 
I TO ALL FEDERAL EMPLOYEES I 
As a major supplier of computers to the Federal Governme nt. Zeni th 
Data Systems is offering Federal employees. both civilian and mil itary, an 
outs tanding purchase opportunity on Zenith AT systems . As a Federal 
e mployee, you can save thousands of dollars on a Zenith system and still 
get the advice and support you need by ordering it through Mariposa 
Computers. one of t he oldest established Zenith Data Systems dealers on 
the West Coast . If you want to fin ance your purcbase. Zenith otTers a 
revolving charge accoun t. Here are some of t he products available to Fed-
eral employees through Zenith Data Systems (all systems include MS· 
DOS 3.2, GW-BASIC, Microsort Windows. Diagnostics, and a box or ten 
disks): 
ZFX-248-GE,2 Drive AT, 512K, EGA, No monitor .. ... 1,299.00 
ZWX-248-GE, 20MB AT, 512K, EGA, No monitor ... . . 1,799.00 
ZMM-1470-G, Monochrome Monitor for Z-248 . . . .. .. 149.00 
ZVM-1380-C, EGA Color Monitor for Z-248 . . . . . . . . .. 399.00 
Z-248 Memory Expansion to 1.1 Megabytes .. .. . ... 199.00 
AFP-6-GE, Anadex printer with parallel cable .... . .. 399.00 
I Expand Your Z-248 System I 
40MB AT Hard Disk Installed In ZFX-248 .. . .. . ... . .. 550.00 
300/1200 Baud MODEM installed in Z-248 . . .. . . .... . 150.00 
3.5" Disk Drive Installed in Z-248 . .. ...... ... . . .. .. . 175.00 
Mouse with Paint Software installed In Z-248 ....... . . 150.00 
80287/8 Math Co-processor installed In Z-248 ... . .... 325.00 
Citizen 180-0 Printer with cable and paper ........ . .. 250.00 
(Pnres (lIId S/X'fifiCl.lt/oI I .~ lIrt' subp t to chwl/lf' lUithoot notlre.) 
•••••••• 
••••••••• 6 Lighthouse Avenue, Pacific Grove, CA 93950 
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by Jeri Cook 
It's a challenge being a chicken-
hearted mother. Mothers are sup-
posed to come with stiff upper lips. 
However, the cowardly lion had noth-
ing on me. Fortunately for our five 
children, my husband, who served in 
the Navy as an underwater photo-
grapher at Bikini , is a sterling example 
of the courageous qualities I lack. That 
someone so valiant married someone 
as tim id as a tortoise goes to prove 
that "opposites attract." Is it my fault 
that our marriage vows to "love, honor 
and cherish" didn't include "be brave"? 
In all fairness, I come by my timidity 
honestly. My paternal grandparents 
homesteaded in the Montana wilder-
ness. Life was primitive, grizzlies 
abounded, rattlesnakes grew eightfeet 
long, "thicker'n a man's arm and 
meaner'n tarnation ," and courage was 
commonplace. My father developed a 
roaring respect for rattlers, but, after 
his baby sister was bitten by one, little 
affection. 
Years later, my parents settled in 
Eastern Oregon, where I grew up as 
a prairie child . Unhappily for my re-
lationship with reptiles, Eastern Ore-
gon also abounds in rattlesnakes. Par-
ents primed children to freeze if any 
snake was seen, not to inquire as to 
sex or religion - just freeze - ask 
questions later! I never met a rattler as 
I played among scented sagebrush or 
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Stormy Weather 
in grassy fields, but I froze regularly for 
gartersnakes. 
My father's warnings about rattlers 
were reinforced with direct action if he 
spotted one while driving (generally 
along some dusty, rutted road far back 
in the hills) . The men in our community 
considered it their bounden duty to 
safeguard the territory for their 
families. But Dad believed in giving the 
snake a sporting chance. So he'd 
brake the car at the side of the road 
and clamber out to engage the hissing 
critter in personal combat. Dad's com-
batants were generally as long as he 
was tall (six feet) , and frankly, if their 
darting tongues and fiercely rattling 
tails were any indication, they were as 
enthusiastic about the battle as he. 
While I (a nervous child) buried my 
head in a pillow and screamed away, 
and while Mom protested futilely, my 
dad gathered stones and hurled them 
at the snake. Although he never lost a 
war, I determined to freeze for snakes 
forever. First, however, I'd avoid them. 
Snakes weren't all I learned to fear. 
My idea of adventure is pulling up a 
good book and settling safely in the 
living room. I dislike submarines, 
caves/mines, airplane travel , or plying 
churning waters in vessels smaller 
than the Titanic. 
But as I said, it's tough to be timid 
when you're Mom. Children want to go 
everywhere, do everything, especially 
when they have an adventurous father. 
Am I the only mother who wanted off 
the Disneyland submarine as soon as 
the hatch was closed? My husband's 
stupefied assurance that "it doesn't 
even go under water!" was no comfort, 
but I stayed put for the "sake of the 
children" and came through somehow. 
I avoided the Space Needle and similar 
high places by playing the self-sacrific-
ing soul: "You go ahead, it's too expen-
sive for us all to go, so I'll stay on the 
ground and wave to you." (The children 
didn't know, when we visited the Astor 
Column, that there was no admission 
fee, but my long-suffering spouse 
knew.) 
Fate has forced me to fly cross-
country periodically. How it ever man-
aged to get me into the airliner con-
tinues to mystify me, much less how it 
managed to keep me there once I 
realized I wasn't permitted to 
parachute, which I would gladly have 
done. My husband, an avid flyer, gave 
up on ever getting me to join him in a 
light plane the day our airliner, after 
landing in Chicago, was forced to hold 
on the taxiway for 20 minutes. I was 
desperate to get out. "It isn't fair; we've 
landed; they have to let me out; this is 
kidnapping!" 
One way or another, I avoided most 
things that frightened me. My little fam-
ily has sallied up the hills and down 
the valleys without me (because I 
might meet a grizzly or snake) over the 
years, and bit by bit, I calmed down. 
Then came the elementary-school 
years. 
My older son was the first to strike. 
He wanted a gartersnake. He begged 
to bring it into the house. I finally re-
lented (bearing in mind that "stiff upper 
lip"), "Okay, but it stays in that box and 
in your room, or out it goes." He prom-
ised. Do I have to tell you that, 15 min-
utes later, he left that reptile in an 
open box on our living-room sofa, while 
he dashed out to play? My nightmares 
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had come to life - I was alone at last 
with a viper! It was a replay of the rabbit 
and the cobra, as I froze, watching in 
horror while the snake darted its little 
tongue at me from its little box, until 
my son returned (hours later?). After 
that, (you've guessed?) the snake 
stayed outside. 
Oh, I tried to be brave. The day the 
neighbor boy , dangled a long gar-
tersnake before me, I didn't run (I was 
cornered) . I just hollered, "You get that 
dirty snake out of my clean kitchen! ' 
He looked so hurt, I felt guilty (my usual 
condition in those years), but he never 
brought another one. That's more than 
I can say for our cat, who gifted me 
with a dead one on Mother's Day. 
However, the children grew wiser in 
the ways of their mother, and my Close 
Encounters with the Creepy Kind di-
minished. Alas, when I thought there 
was light at the end of the tunnel , it 
turned out to be the train. 
My younger daughter was playing 
one day in a small field at the end of 
our dead-end street. She likes horses 
and never brought me snakes, so I 
never dreamed what was coming next. 
Suddenly, I heard her screaming. Her 
lung capacity was always formidable, 
so I heard her loud and clear half a 
block away. Naturally, (my husband 
was unavailable), I rushed to her res-
cue. As I approached the field, she 
was nowhere in sight. I called to her. 
"I'm in the tree,' she sobbed. I told her 
to climb down, and that's when she 
laid the Really Big News on me. "I 
can't,' she bellowed, "There's a great 
big snake in the grass under the tree.' 
I froze. My first thought, of course, 
was "Where can I run?' (Flight or fight, 
right? No way was I going to fight -
who do you think I am, my father?) But 
there were no neighbors to help me, 
so obviously, it was up to me and my 
quivering upper lip. But Fate, which 
had treated me cavalierly so often in 
the past, relented and a solution pop-
ped into my mind. "Wait right there,' I 
called (as if she planned to go any-
where) , "I'll be right back.' 
I raced home and into our garage. I 
hopped onto her bicycle and rode back 
down the street, and slowly, slowly, 
into the stubbled field and toward the 
tree. 
Do you know how much courage that 
took? I've read it doesn 't take courage 
to do something you're not afraid to 
do; but if you're afraid to do it - now, 
that's raw, naked courage. I'm here to 
tell you; I exhibited it from every pore 
as I neared that coiled snake. Admit-
tedly, the area where we were then 
living had no rattlers . I knew that. I also 
knew that, even if it had, the shiny black 
reptile slumbering beneath the tree 
wasn't one of them (if there's anything 
I recognize, it's a rattler). But 
still ... would it go away? Or, would it 
wind itself around the spokes of the 
bicycle and slither up my ankle? I 
watched it breathlessly, while my 
daughter hollered at it from the tree. 
Roused from its nap by the scream-
ing and hollering and the whir of the 
bike, the viper raised its head and 
gazed blearily around. Our eyeball-to-
eyeball confrontation was momentous. 
Then, praise be, it slithered silently 
away. My child clambered down and 
settled herself on the back of the bike. 
Together, we rode toward home, vic-
tors of sorts in a conflict reminiscent 
(in a small way) of those in which our 
courageous pioneer forefathers had 
engaged. 
Did my daughter lose respect for me 
that day? I've always wondered. Being 
a coward, I've never had the courage 
to ask her. I hope not. I hope that what 
I taught her that day, and what some-
how I've taught my other children 
through the years, is that there's noth-
ing I wouldn't do to rescue them. I'd 
even brave a rattlesnake! (But I hope 
they don't test me.) 
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by The Classmate Galloping Gourmet 
You might have thought I'd won the 
lottery considering the amount of 
house guests that have endured my 
sofabed during the past few months. 
Since company is my best excuse to 
dine out, I have compiled a cornucopia 
(well, this is the Thanksgiving issue, 
isn't it?) of restaurant reviews to share 
with you. 
Beau Thai, 807 Cannery Row, Mon-
terey 373-8811 . Gracious service, a re-
laxed atmosphere and the freshest in-
gredients make this gem of a restau-
rant one of my absolute favorites on 
the peninsula. Owner David Walton, 
attired in his omnipresent bow tie, will 
gladly take the time to enlighten the 
uninitiated to the wonders of Thailand's 
unique, spicy cu isine. Not to be missed 
is the unbelievably tender steamed sea 
bass with plum sauce, and the unusual 
stuffed chicken wings. 
The Old House, 500 Hartnell , Mon-
terey 373-3737. Everything on the 
menu entices. How about baked crab 
with artichoke hearts for appetizers? 
Baby shrimp and scallops en pastry as 
an entree? Double chocolate 
cheesecake for dessert? Don 't just 
shrug and pretend that you whipped 
this up for supper last night, find a sitter 
and get to the Old House quick! 
China Garden, 100 Central Ave ., 
Pacific Grove 646-9400. Don 't be put 
off by the decor of the dining room 
here, it has the ambience of a dentist's 
waiting room. Never you mind, the food 
more than makes up for China Gar-
den 's interior shortcomings. A friend of 
mine swears by the sizzling rice soup, 
but it is the immense size of the take 
out portions that keeps me a loyal fan . 
If mint flavored toothpaste is about as 
exotic as your children 's taste runs , 
drive through the Carl 's Jr. located di-
rectly across the street for a bag of 
burgers, and you can keep all the Mon-
golian Beef to yourself. 
Toasties, 702 Lighthouse, Pacific 
Grove 373-7473. Hidden on the edge 
of downtown Pacific Grove, next door 
to the post office, is this delightful find . 
A great destination for hungry brows-
ers after a morning visiting P.G.'s 
numerous antique shops. The spinach 
salad is a healthy change from the 
standard restaurant offering; here the 
homemade dressing is thoughtfully 
served in a small pitcher so you can 
enjoy salad with dressing, instead of 
dressing with salad. Revolt against 
Froot Loops next weekend and have 
your breakfast here. The lure of Toas-
ties' home fries have folks cheerfully 
waiting in line, so bring the Sunday fun-
nies with you. 
A Healthy, Happy Smile! 
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Gifts From Your Kitchen 
I love giving food for Christmas pres-
ents. I love getting food for Christmas! 
It is always fun to see what new and 
unique things people come up with. 
Frank loves care packages from 
"home" at Christmas because his mom 
still makes his favorite candies. One 
year I made 15 bundt cakes and 
another year we gave 12 jars of Rus-
sian Tea and Hot Buttered Rum mix. I 
am always looking for unusual recipes 
for gift giving. Some of our staff has 
shared some of their favorite recipes 
with me. Edible gifts do nothing for the 
diet but they are lovely to share. I have 
also included some gift "packaging" 
ideas. HAPPY HOLlDAY ... COOKING! 
Everyone loves ice cream sundaes. How 
about a jar of chocolate or caramel sauce, some 
peppermints and an ice cream scoop in a Christ· 
mas box. 
Wonderful Chocolate Sauce 
11k sticks buUer 
12 oz. chocolate chips 
3/ .. c. walnuts, chopped 
In saucepan melt butter and chocolate chips 
over low heat, stirring occasionally. When 
smooth, remove from heat, stir in walnuts, and 
set aside to cool completely. Ladle into clean 
glass jars. Makes 2 cups. 
Note: Sauce hardens when spooned over ice 
cream. 
Southwest Caramel Sauce 
Bon Appetit December 1984 
4 c. milk 
2% c. whipping cream (preferably not 
ultrapasteurized) 
1'h c. sugar 
1 tsp. oomstarch 
'AI tsp. baking soda 
1 Tbsp. vanilla 
2 Tbsp. (114 stick) unsalted butter 
1 Y2 c. chopped pecans 
3/" to 1 Y2 C. whipping cream 
Whisk first live ingredients in heavy three· 
quart saucepan. Bring to boil. Reduce heat and 
simmer until very thick and caramel color, about 
3'12 hrs. Stir in vanilla. Cool completely. Refriger· 
ate. 
by Maumi J. Cannell Harris 
Melt butter in heavy medium skillet over 
medium heat. Add pecans and stir until toasted, 
three to four minutes. Drain thoroughly on paper 
towels . 
Just before serving, rewarm sauce in top of 
double boiler over simmering water, stirring oc-
casionally. Mix sauce with If .. to lh cup cream. 
Serve with toasted pecans. 
NOTE: Package the sauce and pecan garnish 
separately and include tag with rewarming in-
struction. 
In a cloth-lined basket, how about a jar of 
homemade mustard, a block of cheddar cheese, 
crackers and a mini stick of salami or sausage. 
Your Own Mustard 
4 oz. dry mustard 
2 Tbsp. flour 
2 tsp. sail 
2 Tbsp. sugar 
:If" c. cider vinegar, approximately 
2Tbsp. fresh dill, chopped, or 1 Tbsp. dried dill 
1 tsp. ground pepper, optional 
In bowl blend together mustard, flour, salt and 
sugar. Slowly whisk in vinegar until you have a 
smooth paste. Add dill and pepper. Put into a 
clean jar with a tight-fitting lid and let stand over-
night, unrefrigeratecl. The herb used may vary 
- thyme, tarragon, rosemary, or any favorite. 
Makes 1112 cups. 
Note: Gift tag should say-keep refrigerated : 
This hot mustard goes well with grilled sau-
sages and cold meats. 
Spicy Molasses Mustard 
Bon Appetit December 1981 
1 c. dry mustard 
6 Tbsp. beer 
6 Tbsp. molasses 
6 Tbsp. apple cider vinegar 
'h tsp. each: ground all spice, cinnamon, salt 
and freshly ground pepper 
'/" tsp. ground cloves 
Combine mustard and beer in stainless steel 
bowl and whisk until well blended. Let stand 15 
mins. Add remaining ingredients and blend well. 
Transfer to jar with tight-fitting lid. Store in cool, 
dark place. Makes 1 cup. 
For an extra special gih for that special couple: 
a beautiful stoppered bottle for liqueur, a simple 
glass tray and inexpensive cordial glasses. 
Orange Liqueur 
4 naval oranges 
1 vanilla bean 
2 c. vodka, cheaper brands work fine 
1 c. brandy 
1 C. sugar 
1 c. water 
Remove zest from oranges with a vegetable 
peeler, and put zest in a large jar with vanilla 
continued on next page 
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bean. Add vodka and brandy. In saucepan com-
bine sugar and water. Bring to a boil, stirring to 
dissolve sugar. Boil two minutes and remove 
from heat, setting aside for 10 minutes. Add to 
jar. Allow to age for at least 10 days. Strain mix-
ture before pouring into decanter. 
A nice little addition to the above package is 
a tiny basket filled with Candied Orange Peel. 
Candled Orange Peel 
4 large navel oranges, washed 
1'h c. sugar 
sugar, for coating 
Remove the peel from each orange in four 
large sections. With a small spoon, scrape the 
white part from each peel and discard. Cut peels 
lengthwise into strips 1/4 - 1/8 inch wide. Place 
peel in a large saucepan and add water to cover 
by two inches. Bring to a boil, reduce heat, and 
let simmer, uncovered, for 30 minutes; drain. 
Add more water to cover and simmer 30 minutes 
longer, adding more water to cover, if necessary. 
Add sugar and 3/4 c. water to saucepan. Bring 
to a low simmer over medium heat, stirring occa-
sionally. Let simmer 25 minutes. Drain well. Roll 
peel in sugar until completely covered and 
spread out on waxed paper to dry. Yield: about 
3 cups. 
Everyone knows a chocoholic. For those 
chocolate fiends on your Christmas fist how 
about a fancy candy box or tin filled with truffles 
or some other favorite chocolate sweet and a 
copy of Chocolate: The Consuming Passion by 
Sandra Boynton or an issue of Chocolate News, 
a bimonthly magazine printed on chocolate-
scented paper (for 6 issues, send $12.95 to P. 0. 
Box 1745, F.D.R. Slation, New York, N. Y., 
10150). 
Liqueur Truffles 
1 c. heavy cream 
y .. c. sugar 
4 Tbsp butter, unsalted 
12 square semisweet chocolate 
1 Tbsp Grand Marnier or rum 
unsweetened cocoa 
In saucepan combine cream, sugar, butter and 
chocolate, and heat over low flame, stirring oc-
casionally. When smooth, add liqueur or rum 
and stir until the mixture is again smooth. Re-
move from heat and cool a little before placing 
pan in refrigerator overnight. Place cocoa on a 
flat dish. Remove truffle mixture from re-
frigerator . Take a teaspoon of truffle mixture and 
roll between palms to form a ball. Roll in cocoa 
and put in small paper and foil cups. Label with 
reminder to keep truffles refrigerated. Makes 35 
truffles. 
Chocolate Truffles 
'/2 c. whipping cream 
2 Tbsp butter, cut into small pieces 
pinch of salt 
8 squares (1 oz. each) semisweet chocolate, cut 
into small pieces 
unsweetened cocoa powder 
chocolate and colored sprinkles 
additionalS oz. semisweet chocolate, for coating 
(optional) 
'h tsp. solid white vegetable shortening, for 
coating (optional) 
toasted shredded coconut 
chopped nuts 
Combine cream, butter and salt in a small 
saucepan. Bring to a simmer over medium heat. 
Let simmer two minutes. Remove from heat and 
cool to room temperature. Melt chocolate in a 
small , heavy saucepan, stirring frequently, over 
very low heat. Remove from heat and cool to 
room temperature. Stir cream mixture into 
chocolate until smooth. Cover tightly with plastic 
wrap and chill at least four hours. To mold truf-
fles, line a baking sheet with plastic wrap. Drop 
teaspoonfuls of the truffle mixture onto the bak-
ing sheet. Chill until firm. Roll and press the truf-
fles into irregularly-shaped l-inch balls. Chill 
again until firm. To coat truffles, roll in un-
sweetened cocoa power or chocolate sprinkles. 
To chocolate coat truffles, melt additional choco-
Moving to a new and unfamiliar area? 
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late with vegetable shortening over very low 
heat. Remove from heat. Lay the truffle on the 
tines of a fork, and dip gently into warm choco-
late. Tap fork so excess chocolate will drip back 
into saucepan. Place dipped truffles on a plastic 
wrap-lined baking sheet. To decorate, top with 
colored sprinkles, toasted coconut, or chopped 
nuts. Chill or place in a cool dry place until firm. 
Truffles are best if eaten right away, but will stay 
fresh for about one week if kept tightly wrapped 
in a very cool place or refrigerated. Yield: 2 
dozen. 
Chocolate Cherries 
1 jar (8 oz.) maraschino cherries with stems, 
drained 
% c. cherry- or orange-flavored liqueur 
6 squares (1 oz. each) semisweet chocolate 
Place cherries and liqueur in a medium bowl. 
Cover and let stand overnight. Drain well , reserv-
ing the liqueur for another use, if you like. Place 
cherries on paper towels and let stand one hour 
to dry. Melt chocolate in small , heavy saucepan, 
stirring frequently, over very low heat. Remove 
from heat. Holding cherries by the stem end, dip 
each into the chocolate to cover. Place on a 
waxecl-paper-covered baking sheet. Let stand 
in a cool, dry place, or chill until chocolate is 
firm. Yield: about 28 cherries. 
Triple Chocolate Peanut Clusters 
2 12 oz. pkgs white chocolate chips 
1 12 oz. pkg semisweet chocolate chips 
1 12 oz. pkg milk chocolate chips 
1 24 oz. jar unsalted dry-roasted peanuts 
Melt chocolates in double boiter, stirring con-
stantly. Cool 5 minutes. Stir in peanuts. Drop 
mixture by tablespoonfuls onto waxed paper. Let 
cool completely. Wrap in plastic and refrigerate 
until ready to serve. Makes 7 dozen. 
My husband is a tea fover. We often sit and 
watch TV with a cup of tea and a sweet pastry. 
The tea or coffee lover in your life will probably 
enjoy a basket filled with some sweet breads, 
muffins or rolls and a package of gourmet tea 
or freshly ground gourmet coffee. 
Saffron Rolls 
Southern Living December 1983 
2 pkgs dry yeast 
2Y" c. milk 
213 c. buner 
Y2 tsp. ground saffron 
1 % c. sugar 
Y2 tsp. salt 
1 egg 
7-7% c. all-purpose flour, divided 
raisins 
1 egg, beaten 
Place yeast in a large mixing bowl, and set 
aside. Heat milk and buner in a heavy saucepan 
until buner melts. Remove from heat and cool 
to lukewarm (105-115°). Add to yeast, stirring 
until dissolved (about five minutes). Add saffron, 
sugar, salt, 1 egg and 3Y2 c. flour; mix well. 
Gradually stir in enough of remaining flour to 
make a soft dough. Turn dough out onto a floured 
surface and knead until smooth and elastic 
(about 8-10 minutes). Place in a well-greased 
bowl, tuming to grease top. Cover and let rise 
in a warm place (85°), free from drafts, one hour 
or until doubled in bulk. 
Punch dough down; turn out onto a floured 
surface, and knead 1 minute. Divide dough into 
thirds. Roll each third into a lO-inch rope. Cut 
each rope into 10 pieces; roll each piece into a 
9-inch rope. Place on greased cookie sheets; 
curl ends in opposite directions, forming S-
shapes. Cover and let rise in a warm place (85°), 
free from drafts, 30 minutes or until doubled in 
bulk. Place a raisin in center of each curl, pres-
sing down gently; brush with beaten egg. Bake 
at 450° for 10 minutes, or until browned. Place 
on wire racks ; coot at least 10 minutes before 
serving. Yield: 2~ dozen. 
continued on next page 
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Lemon Candy Canes 
Linda Yoos 
1 pkg active dry yeast 
3 c. all·purpose flour, separated 
3 Tbsp. sugar 
1 tsp. salt 
1 egg 
1/3 c. dairy sour cream 
3 Tbsp. butter or margarine, softened 
Nut Filling 
'h c. chopped walnuts 
1/3 c. sugar 
3 Tbsp. butter, melted 
1 Tbsp. shredded lemon peel 
Lemon Icing 
1 c. sifted powdered sugar 
1 Tbsp. lemon juice 
1 Tbsp. water 
'I .. tsp. vanilla 
Soften yeast in 'h c. warm water (110-115°). 
Mix 1 'I .. c. flour, sugar and salt. Add yeast, egg, 
sour cream, and butter. Beat at low speed 'h 
minute. Beat three minutes on high. Stir in lh- 13/ .. 
c. more flour for a soft dough. Knead three to 
five minutes. Place in greased bowl; turn once. 
Cover; let rise 1-1 '1 .. hours. Punch down ; divide 
in half. Let rest 10 minutes. Roll each half of 
dough to 12x8 inches. Combine ingredients for 
nut filling . Spread each half of dough with half 
Nut Filling. Fold in half lengthwise; seal long 
edges. Cut crosswise into 1-inch strips. Holding 
both ends, twist strips. Place on greased baking 
sheet; curve folded end to form cane. Cover ; let 
rise 30 minutes. Bake in 3750 oven 12 to 14 
minutes. Combine lemon icing ingredients. Top 
each cane wth Lemon Icing. Makes 24. 
Cranberry Nut Bread 
The Fine Arts Cookbook J of Boston, Mass. 
from Rani O'Donohue 
1 c. whole raw cranberries 
1 c. chopped walnuts 
1 Tbsp. flour 
2 c. sifted flour, less 1 Tbsp. 
1 c. sugar 
'h tsp. salt 
1'h tsp. baking powder 
'h tsp. soda 
2 eggs. slightly beaten 
2 Tbsp. shortening, melted 
juice of 1 orange 
grated rind of 1 orange 
boiling water 
Dredge cranberries and nuts with tablespoon 
of flour and set aside. Sift dry ingredients to-
gether twice. In measuring cup, combine eg"gs, 
shortening, juice and rind and add enough boil-
ing water to make 1 c. of liquid. Stir into dry 
ingredients until well mixed. Fold in cranberries 
and nuts. Bake in greased loaf pan for 1 hour 
at 350°. Remove from pan. Coolon rack. Wrap 
in aluminum foil and store in refrigerator. Makes 
1 small loaf. 
Note: flavor improves the day after baking. 
This freezes well. 
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Ft. Ord Arts and Crafts 
Class Schedule 
Airbrush 
Workshop, Nov. 9 at 6 p.m., 1 day. 
Calligraphy 
Nov. 2 at 6:30 p.m., 5 weeks. 
Nov. 7 at 1 p.m., 5 weeks. 
Ceramics 
Pumpkin Pie Dish, Nov. 3 at 6:30 p.m., 1 day. 
Nativity Set, Nov. 7 at 1 p.m.,. 2 weeks. 
Softies, Nov. 10 at 6:30 p.m., 2 weeks. 
Children's Classes 
Unicorn, Nov. 7 at 3 p.m., 2 weeks. 
Drawing and Painting, Nov. 4 at 10 a.m., 4 weeks. 
Mixed Media, Nov. 4 at 12:30 p.m., 4 weeks. 
Working With Clay, Nov. 4 at 2:30 p.m. , 4 weeks. 
Santa Boot, Nov. 21 at 1 p.m., 1 day. 
Fine Art 
Seascape i" Blue (Oils) , Nov. 7 at 10 a.m., 2 weeks. 
Moonlight Seascape (Oils), Nov. 15 at 1 :30 p.m., 2 weeks. 
Sketching for Beginners, Nov. 16 at 6:30 p.m., 3 weeks. 
Folk Art Painting 
Intermediates, Nov. 18 at 9:30 a.m., 4 weeks. 
Glass Blowing 
Christmas Ornaments, Nov. 29 at 10 a.m., 1 day. 
Graphics 
Silk Screen, Nov. 2 at 7 p.m., 6 weeks. 
Woodblock Printmaking, Nov. 14 at 1 p.m., 4 weeks. 
Mat Cutting 
Creative Mat Cutting, Nov. 14 at 1 p.m., 2 days. 
Machine Embroidery 
Beginners, Intermediates & Advanced, Nov. 4 at 7 p.m., 4 weeks. 
Paper Making 
Workshop, Nov. 7 at 10 a.m., 1 day. 
Workshop, Nov. 8 al 10 a.m., 1 day. 
Workshop, Nov. 21 at 10 a.m., 1 day. 
Workshop, Nov. 22 at 10 a.m., 1 day. 
Pottery 
Christmas Tree Ornaments, Nov. 1 at 2:30 p.m., 1 day. 
Wheel Throwing Techniques, Nov. 3 at 7 p.m., 6 weeks. 
Raku Workshop, Nov. 7 at 11 a.m., 1 day. 
Raku Workshop, Nov. 21 at 11 a.m., 1 day. 
Christmas Tree Ornaments, Nov. 22 at 2:30 p.m., 1 day. 
Be sure to sign up for these and all other classes in advance at the Fort 
Ord Arts and Crafts Center, located between 2nd and 3rd Avenues on 8th 
Street. For further information call the Program Office, 242-3584. 
Re-think, Relax and Reenergize 
For Happy Holidays 
Every year we approach the holiday 
season with high expectations, even 
though our memories of past holidays 
may be heavily tinged with feelings of 
disappointment or exhaustion. To keep 
anticipation from being diluted with 
anxiety, take a little time now to re-think 
how you celebrate the holidays and 
how you can prepare to maximize your 
own and your family 's enjoyment. 
Whether it's an uninvolved husband, 
over-excited children, or your own 
energy shortage, there are ways to do 
it better this year. 
When husbands were questioned on 
the subject of their participation in holi-
day preparations and events, many 
said that everything was done "her 
way" so it didn't really feel much like 
the holiday they used to know. One 
cure for the spouse problem, then, is 
to sit down together and share how the 
holidays were celebrated in each one's 
family home and find ways to combine 
the traditions. Identify special roles for 
each of you. Fathers like to pass on 
family customs to the children, too, and 
children love sharing our happy 
memories. 
Over-eXCitement is a natural result 
of too much happening at once. 
Spreading out the events and creating 
an attitude of savoring each one helps. 
For example, if your children are over-
whelmed with packages from grand-
parents as well as presents from Santa 
Claus, try having one opening on 
Christmas Eve, and the other on 
Christmas morning. For us, this was 
the perfect solution to the two-tradi-
tions problem, and the children more 
consciously enjoyed their gifts. We 
even let them exchange presents from 
© Phillis Haffner, 1987 
Certified Massage Pracitioner and 
Yoga Instructor 
each other after dinner the night before 
Christmas Eve; that way, the thought-
fulness that had gone into choosing 
these relatively small items could be 
appreciated, and a certain glow 
seemed to envelop the sibling relation-
ship for the next few days. 
Children also benefit from involve-
ment; some over-excitement comes 
from too much waiting and too little 
doing. So let even tiny ones help with 
decorating the house and making 
cookies. Not only will their exuberance 
have constructive outlets, but soon 
they will be creating new family tradi-
tions. 
Now, what can you do to relax and 
re-energize between the shopping 
trips and baking sessions and extra 
child care added to your busy 
schedule? 
Yoga stretches and breathing 
techniques can quickly restore your 
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energies and help you to remain cen-
tered amidst haste and confusion. It is 
a time to use favorites that are easy to 
do, so you can persuade your body to 
relax and energize frequently. 
After standing at sales counters or 
over the kitchen counter, backache is 
quickly relieved with the Rag Doll , 
Rock and Roll, or Cat and Dog pos-
tures. The Chest Expander relieves 
shoulder tension and brings more air 
into the lungs. The Breath of Fire rids 
the lungs of wastes and sends a fresh 
supply of oxygen to every cell of your 
body. In just a few minutes you can 
feel refreshed and ready to enjoy holi-
day preparations and events. Invite 
your family to join you in these "refresh-
ments: 
Rag Doll Standing Forward Bend 
In this variation of the Rag Doll , you 
tuck your chin toward your chest and 
roll forward , one vertebra at a time, 
until you are folded over at the hip 
joints. Hang there a few seconds, 
breathing smoothly. Then roll back up 
the same way, one vertebra at a time, 
lifting the head last. This can be done 
surreptitiously, by pretending to adjust 
a shoe or arrange the contents of you r 
shopping bag, if you are out in public. 
At home, you can add a gentle pen-
dulum-swing while you are in the for-
ward bend for additional stimulation of 
the spine. 
Rock and Roll 
For this restful relaxer, lie down on 
the floor, on a carpet or pad of some 
kind. Bring your knees to your chest, 
clasping hands over the lower legs. Lift 
head toward knees, and gently rock, 
first just on the small of the back area, 
then extending to hips and shoulders. 
To get momentum going, lift the feet 
upward, then bring them down as you 
lift the head. Side-to-side rocking feels 
good too, gently massaging the mus-
cles of the back. 
Cat and Dog Stretches 
Stand on hands and knees, placed 
shoulder-width and hip-width apart. 
"Wag" your hips to the right, and look 
around over your right shoulder to see 
your right hip and right foot for a good 
Cat Stretch 
side-bend of the spine; "wag" to the 
left side; repeat a few times. Then arch 
the spine upward, like a Halloween 
black cat, tucking the tailbone down-
ward and bringing the head down be-
tween the upper arms. Next, arch the 
back downward, lifting tailbone high 
and raising head and neck up out of 
the shoulders. Finally, sit back onto 
your heels, bring chest down to floor, 
and extend arms out in front of you, 
"clawing" the carpet like a cat for a 
great stretch throughout the back. 
Chest Expander or Instant Invigorator 
This can be done sitting, kneeling , 
Casa de Amigos Animal Hotel 
..t'h.. "We Specialize in Animal Care" 
• Boarding 
• Bathing & dipping 
• Indoor & outdoor runs 
• Airport pickup and delive ry 
715 Foam St. 
373-0482 Monterey 
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or standing. Clasp the hands together 
behind you, arms straight. Inhale as 
you lift the chestbone upward, arching 
the upper back as you press shoulder 
blades together and pull outward with 
your hands. Release the stretch and 
exhale as you come smoothly up to 
your straight position, keeping hands 
together. Inhale, then exhale as you 
bend foreward, stretching arms up 
overhead as far as possible; inhale and 
keep your shoulders squeezed to-
gether as you return to your upright 
position. 
Breath of Fire 
Sitting in a comfortable position, with 
back straight, and breathing in and out 
through the nose, begin by inhaling 
deeply, and exhale about half way. 
Then begin sharp, firm, contractions of 
the abdomen, forcing the air out 
through the nose, and letting the breath 
come back in on its own. Practice a 
few times until you get a good rhythm 
of forced exhalation and effortless in-
halation. After about 20 fire breaths, 
relax with a few deep natural breaths. 
Do another round or two of this cleans-
ing and replenishing breath and repeat 
the practice whenever you need its re-
storative effects during your busy days. 
Author Phyllis Haffner is employed 
at NPS in the Navy Center for Interna-
tional Science and Technology 
(NCISTj. She teaches yoga classes on 
Monday and Thursday evenings at 
Sunset Center, Carmel and also does 
massage. Call her for more informa-
tion: 3466 or 375-2364. 
• 
A Schedule of Peninsula Holiday Activities 
by Rani O'Donohue and 
Diane Cameron 
FESTIVAL OF TREES 
The Monterey Peninsula Museum of 
Art Association volunteers will open 
the Christmas season with the spec-
tacular Festival of Trees. "Christmas 
in the Air" is the theme for this year's 
19th annual event. The festivities will 
take place at the Monterey County 
Fairgrounds' Monterey Room and will 
be open to the public from 10 a.m. to 
9 p.m. Thursday, December 3 through 
Saturday, December 5, and from 10 
a.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday, December 6. 
The volunteers have been working 
throughout this past year creating or-
naments to decorate the 32 live trees 
commissioned by area businesses. 
This year over 100,000 hours of effort 
have been contributed by 50 volun-
teers working at the Holman House in 
Pacific Grove to fashion the ornaments 
to suit individual tree themes. After the 
Festival at the Fairgournds, the trees 
will be delivered to their respective 
owners and be displayed in profes-
sional offices, shops and hotels on the 
Monterey Peninsula throughout De-
cember. 
On Thursday afternoon, December 
3, senior citizens are invited to enjoy 
a holiday tea. On Friday, December 4, 
military members and their families will 
receive a special welcome. On Satur-
day, December 5, Santa Claus will visit 
and entertainment for the children will 
be featured. On Sunday, December 6, 
from 10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. savor a 
champagne brunch served in the 
beautiful tree-filled holiday setting. The 
cost will be $8 per person, which in-
cludes admission to the festival. Re-
servations, required by November 25, 
can be made by calling 624-7105. 
Drawings will be held on Sunday at 
3:30 p.m. for a six-foot tall "Potpourri" 
Last year's entertainment for children included a story time presented throughout the day. 
tree, lighted and decorated with a sam-
pling of the handcrafted ornaments; 
the Christmas doll , complete with won-
derful outfits and accessories packed 
in her very own trunk; and 50 miniature 
works of art donated by local artists. 
Raffle tickets for the tree or the doll are 
$1 per ticket or $5 for six tickets . Tick-
ets for the art miniatures are $2 each 
or $10 for six tickets. 
Admission is $3 per person and 
children under 12 accompanied by an 
adult are admitted for 50e. Complimen-
tary refreshments will be served. For 
further information call 372-7591 . 
Volunteers will be on hand to give 
guided tours and describe the creation 
of the ornaments. Come and see the 
gaily decorated "Mouse House" and its 
inhabitants in their tree stump domain 
all ready for Christmas. Well-known 
local author Randy Reinstedt will au-
tograph his new book Otters, Oc-
topuses, and Odd Creatures of the 
Deep and his last year's release 
Stagecoach Santa will also be avail-
able. 
This year's Festival will include a 
widely expanded Country Store, 
featuring homemade jams, jellies, vin-
egars, baked goods, gift items and 
wreaths. The Museum Shop will fea-
ture a distinctive selection of gifts from 
around the world. Take advantage of 
one-stop Christmas shopping at its 
best ! 
MONTEREY'S CHRISTMAS TREE 
LIGHTING 
The city of Monterey will usher in the 
season with its annual lighting of the 
Christmas Tree. A choral group and 
band will perform in an hour long cere-
mony at Colton Hall on Pacific Street 
across from the Monterey Public li-
brary. This holiday event takes place 
Friday, December 4 at 6:30 p.m. and 
is free to the public. For further informa-
tion call 646-3866. 
continued on next page 
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CHRISTMAS AT THE INNS TOUR 
Pacific Grove's bed and breakfast 
inns will open their doors once again 
this December for the community 's 
holiday enjoyment. This event is tenta-
tively scheduled for the evening of 
Tuesday, December 8. Tickets are re-
quired , and it is anticipated that the 
event will be a sell-out again this year. 
Call the Pacific Grove Chamber of 
Commerce at 373-3304, or the Pacific 
Grove Heritage Society at 372-2898 
for further information. 
LA POSADA PROCESSION & 
PINATA PARTY 
Another holiday event for the whole 
family to participate in is Monterey's La 
Posada procession, which is a tradi-
tional Christmas candlelight parade. 
Dating back more than a century to 
Monterey's Mexican Era, La Posada 
re-enacts the search of Mary and 
Joseph for lodging in Bethlehem. A 
mariachi band leads the procession to 
the Larkin House, The Old House res-
taurant (Stokes Adobe) and Colton 
Hall , before returning to the Monterey 
Conference Center. 
Participants will join in with the sing-
ing of La Posada songs and Spanish 
Christmas Carols along the route, and 
are asked to please bring their own 
candles. A Pinata party and refresh-
ments will follow the candlelight parade 
inside the Monterey Conference 
Center. 
To take part in this event, please 
meet at the Monterey Conference 
Center, 1 Portola Plaza, on Friday, De-
cember 11 at 6:30 p.m. This event is 
free to the public, and all La Posada 
activities will be moved indoors to the 
Conference Center in the event of rain . 
For further information call 646-3866. 
SINGING CHRISTMAS TREE 
The 24th annual Singing Christmas 
Tree sponsored by the Peninsula 
Christian Center of Pacific Grove will 
be held for the first time in Cannery 
Row this December. This dazzling 35-
foot structure will be flocked with pine 
boughs and decorative lights and will 
hold 70 vocalists on its frame. 
The event begins at 7:30 p.m. each 
evening from Wednesday, December 
16 through Sunday, December 20, and 
will be preceded by musical groups 
such as the Fort Ord military band. 
A limited number of volunteer sing-
ers may audition to perform with the 
regu lar choir in the Singing Christmas 
Tree event. Rehearsals will be held 
every Monday evening until the perfor-
mances begin at the Peninsula Chris-
tian Center at 520 Pine Avenue in 
Pacific Grove. If you are interested in 
auditioning, call Linda Dorsett or Robin 
Briggs at 373-0431 . 
CHRISTMAS IN THE ADOBES 
One event you shou ldn't miss is the 
Christmas in the Adobes, being held 
Thursday and Friday, December 17 
and 18 from 5 to 9 p.m. both evenings. 
Experience the historic buildings of 
downtown Monterey lit by luminaria, 
candlelight, lanterns, and enhanced 
with Christmas decorations, costumed 
volunteers, musical entertainment and 
refreshments. 
Tickets are required for entry into the 
buildings marked with an asterisk n, 
and may be purchased there. Admis-
sion is $5 for adults, and $1 for children 
6 to 17. For further information call 649-
7118. 
' Casa Gutierrez, 590 Calle Pri nci-
pal. Visit the Historic Gutierrez 
Adobe, home of the Sancho Panza 
restaurant, and enjoy the sights, 
sounds and food of Christmas in 
Mexican Monterey. 
Casa Serrano, 412 Pacific Street. 
Participate in an Old-fashioned fam-
ily Christmas with music and carol-
ing around the piano. 
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Offer Valid to Military Family Members and Retired Personnel 
·CHAMPUS INSURANCE ACCEPTED 
'Casa Soberanes, 336 Pacific 
Street. The aroma of hot Mexican 
chocolate fills the Christmas air of 
this beautiful Mexican home. 
'First Theatre, Scott and Pacific 
Streets. Come experience a Christ-
mas performance in Monterey's 
First Theatre. 
Colton Hall Museum, Colton Hall 
on Pacific Street. Enjoy some early 
California music here. 
'Cooper-Molera Adobe, Polk and 
Munras Streets. Enjoy a Victorian 
Christmas in this restored adobe. 
'Custom House, Custom House 
Plaza at Wharf #1. Experience 
California's first Custom House lit by 
candlelight and decorated in a Mex-
ican theme. 
Boston Store, Scott and Olivier 
Streets. Enjoy the nostalgic scents 
of Christmas in this general mer-
chandise store of the 1850's. 
Hosted by the docents of the Mon-
terey History and Art Association . 
House 01 the Four Winds, 540 
Calle Principal. Members of the 
Civic Club invite you to enjoy a 
Christmas with Santa and Mrs. 
Claus handing out candy to the 
children. 
'Larkin House, 51 0 Calle Principal. 
The beauty of the Larkin House is 
enhanced by decorations depicting 
a traditional New England Christ-
mas. 
Monterey Peninsula Museum 01 
Art, 559 Pacific Street. See a spec-
ial exhibit featuring art with a Christ-
mas theme. 
'Old Whaling Station, 391 Decatur 
Street. Costumed members of the 
Jr. League will host a Victorian 
Christmas at the beautiful Old Whal-
ing Station with music and refresh-
ments. 
'Stevenson House, 530 Houston 
Street. A Scottish New Year's theme 
will highlight the evening at the 




Home of the 
Adult Burger 
and Parlor Car Cocktails 
Your Host Engineers 
Larry, Cindy 
2114 Del Monte Ave, 
Monterey. CA 93940 
(408) 372-9510 
COMMISSIONED OFFICERS AND FACUL TV CLUB 
The Naval Postgraduate School Officers and Faculty Club is among the finest in the Navy. Its services 
are provided to all active duty officers of the Armed Forces, faculty members and other specific groups. 
Visa and MasterCharge are accepted for package store, evening food services and EI Prado Cock1ail 
Lounge. 
Continental Breakfast is available in EI Rancho from 7 a.m.-10:30 a.m., Monday through Friday. 
Breakfast for Essential Feeding is available in EI Prado from 6:45 a.m. to 7:45 a.m., Monday through 
Friday and on Saturday from 8 a.m.-10 a'.m. Dinner is available Monday through Sunday in EI Prado 
from 5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Lunch is available in EI Rancho and Trident Room Monday through Friday 
11 a.m.-1 :15 p.m. Sunday Brunch is served from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. 
Attractive rooms at the Club are available for private parties, and the Club will provide prepared 
menu selections for home parties. For details, call Catering Office at 372-0875 between 9 a.m.-4:30 
p.m., Monday through Saturday. 
GUARANTEE ON 
PARTY RESERVATIONS 
Private parties in our dining 
rooms for which reservations 
have been made for 20 or more 
persons, must sign a contract (at 
least 24 hours prior to the event) 
guaranteeing 95% attendance. 
NPS PACKAGE 
STORE - 373-7511 
- is located in Building 301 (op-
posite the Navy Exchange). 
Beer, liquor, wine, mixers, and 
bars accessories are available. 
Tuesday-Saturday 10 a.m.-5 
pm. Open Friday evening until 6 
p.m. 
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by Susan Lumpkin 
The holidays will soon be upon us 
and many of us will be entertaining 
family and friends. Make your table set-
ting more attractive by using a festive 
centerpiece: a fabric lined basket. 
Lined baskets are not only fun to 
make and decorate but are also very 
functional. Use your basket for your 
freshly baked rolls, fru it, flowers, pine 
cones, hair brushes, or take your bas-
ket on a picnic. You can purchase bas-
kets fairly inexpensively at K-Mart, 
H&H Hardware, Sprouse Reitz or by 
taking a trip to the flea market. There 
are several variations to use when you 
decorate your basket. Add extra ruf-
fles, ribbons, lace, straw or silk flowers. 
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hammer and thread 
Lined Baskets 
MATERIALS FOR LINED BASKET 
Basket 
Fabric for lining and padded basket 
bottom (amount determined by size of 
basket). 
Coordinating fabric for outer ruffle. 
Cardboard at least 2" larger than 
area of basket bottom. 
Polyester batting approximately %" 
thick and the same size as cardboard. 
Thread 
Extra strong thread (upholstery or 
carpet thread) . 
Glue gun and glue sticks 
Tape measure 
Pencil 
Ribbon, lace or flowers. 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
Before you start assembling your 
basket, be sure you have selected a 
sturdy basket with a flat bottom and 
uniform shape. Baskets with extreme 
flares, arced bottoms or otherwise un-
even dimensions do not lend them-
selves to lining, because they are very 
difficult to size properly. You should 
also watch for snags and other flaws 
in the weaving. 
The required amount of fabric de-
pends on the size of the basket. Pur-
chase the basket, measure it accord-
ing to the instructions in steps t, 2, and 
3 and use those formulas to calculate 
the amount of fabric needed (piecing 
may be necessary to obtain the re-
quired length) . The directions given are 
for a 3" outer ruffle and a 2" liner ruffle 
(measured above the gathering line) . 
You will also need a piece of lining 
fabric at least 2" larger than the area 
of the basket bottom for the padded 
bottom. 
NOTE: If the basket has an open 
weave and you do not want the wrong 
side of the lining fabric to show 
through, purchase double the width of 
the lining fabric, fold it in half 
lengthwise, wrong sides together, and 
proceed as with single thickness. The 
right side of fabric will then show 
through the weave. 
Ruffle Fabric: 
Width: 8 inches (a 4 inch double fold , 
which includes a 1 inch seam allow-
ance). 
Length: Top circumference of basket 
x 3. 
Note: Gathered eyelet or lace may 
be substituted for outer fabric ruffle. 
• 
Lining Fabric: 
Width: 6 inches plus depth of basket 
(a 3-inch double fold, which includes 
two 1-inch seam allowances). 
Length: Top circumference of basket 
x 3. 
Step 1 : Assemble all materials, then 
measure circumference of basket top 
and multiply by 3. This determines the 
length of the ruffle fabric. Remember, 
the given width of the ruffle fabric is 8 
inches. 
Step 2: Measure depth of basket and 
add 6 inches to the amount. This deter-
mines the width of the lining fabric. If 
using an open weave basket, cut the 
fabric twice the amount calculated. 
Step 3: Measure outside perimeter 
of basket bottom and multiply by 3. 
This determines the length of the lining 
fabric. 
Step 4: With right sides together, 
sew lining at short ends to form a con-
tinuous circle, piecing as necessary. 
Repeat for outer ruffle fabric. Press 
seams open. 
Step 5: Fold top of lining 3 inches 
down to wrong side and press. Fold 
outer ruffle in half, wrong sides to-
gether, and press. 
Step 6: Place extra strong thread 1 
inch from raw edges of lining and ruffle. 
Then stitch over it using a wide zig-zag 
and narrow stitch length; bartack at 
start and finish . Do not catch strong 
thread in stitching. Gather by pulling 
both ends of strong thread. Adjust 
gathers and tie thread ends together 
securely to hold. 
Step 7: Adjust ruffle gathers to fit 
basket evenly, taping or pinning in 
place if necessary. When the fit is cor-
rect, tie gathering threads in a knot to 
secure. Glue ruffle to inside top of bas-
ket with glue gun, making sure the 
gathering stitches do not show on the 
outside. 
Step 8: Adjust lining gathers to fit 
basket, again taping or pinning. Glue 
lining to ruffle along gathering lines; 
make sure stitches do not show. Then 
glue lining along edge of basket bot-
tom, keeping fabric fairly taut as you 
glue around. 
Step 9 : Trace basket bottom onto 
cardboard. Mark a line '14 inch to '12 
inch along outside of tracing line to 
allow for basket thickness ; cut along 
this second line. Place cardboard in-
side basket to check fit ; adjust if neces-
sary. 
Step 10: Trace cardboard on wrong 
side of lining fabric. Mark a line 2 in-
ches around outside of tracing to allow 
for glueing; cut along this line. Also cut 
a piece of batting the same size as the 
cardboard . 
Step .11: Center batting, then 
cardboard , on wrong side of fabric. 
Fold fabric over edge of cardboard and 
glue down, smoothing edge and fitting 
as you work. Glue completed insert 
onto basket bottom. 
You can now add any additional dec-
orations, such as flowers , ribbon to 
your handle andlor the sides by simply 
glueing them to the basket. 
GO EAST YOUNG MAN, GO EAST!! 
ORDERS TO D.C. AREA? 
Ral (ray) & Jane 
(Jam: '13oyer arul. ~i (ray) 'J)esBralUJes believe 
in old fashioned fair dealilUJ, luud work, know how, 
Iwnesly arul. dependabilily! CWe are mililary wives 
wlw pride our selves on doiIUJ our best for you. by 
harulling every detail! 
ealty 
ssociates offers nwre than our excellent ~alion 
ryachaye - ow: '13eru:fils ryackage saves you. nwney 
arul. prolecLs your Iwrru: invesImenl. 
CWhen lime is nwney, ~ is the best 
inveslmenl any military family can make. 
ASK FOR JANE OR RAt (ray) WHEN YOU 
CALL TOLL FREE FOR RELO. PACKAGE 1-800·847-7787 
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CLASSMATE MINI-SHOPPERS 
FRAGRANCE· MA.KEUP • SKIN CARE 
PERSONAL CARE. GIFTS. FASHION JEWELRY 
LISA STOSHAK I LA MESA AREA 
Independent Sales Representative 
375-7713 
MARY KAY COSMETICS 
• Complimentary Facials 
• Glamour and Color Awareness 
• Gifl Selection Service (Free wrapping 
and delivery to you within 24 hours) 
• 10% Discouni on Basic Skin Care 
with this ad 
ANN DURHAM 372-0436 
14K GOLD JEWELRY 
• 40-70% off retail prices from 
$18.00 per gram 
• 10% discount for party hostesses or 
any purchase with this ad 
(Ladies: give this ad fo your husbands!) 
JOAN ELLtSON 373-4522 
• Do you have a small business out 
of your home? 
• Do you sell or service any home 
care products, weight loss prog-
rams, plastics, baskets, make up or 
44 
"STATE OF THE ART" 
COSMETIC DENTISTRY 
- Custom Veneers 
- Bonding 







Support Our Advertisers 
Tell them you saw their ad 
in THE CLASSMATE 
* * TAMMY ~L.~., OXBORROW 
at the Monterey Franchised 
Dance Workshop Instructor 
559 Tyler Streel 375-8715 
MWF 12:10-12:55 
4 FREE CLASSES WITH THIS AD 
New Students Only This location only 
toys? 
• Do you enjoy cake decorating, 
party planning, typing, tutoring, 
babysitting, sewing or other sma ll 
services? 
FOR THE FAMILY 
375-1112 
Mary Kay 
Cosmetics, Inc. lW~ Complimentary au FaCIals and Glamour 
~RlI Kimberly Lindsey 
Independen, @ 373-6055 
DEBORAH SMOLINSKI JINA KAE MARTIN 
373-4621 372-3010 
GAIL BEHRLE 372-7121 
LA MESA DEALERS 
~ nQu If. oo~ 01> Mara Mennecke ~ • () Independent Decorating Consultant _ (408) 372-1461 
Coli for your private shoWing of 
handcrafted decorative accent Items! 
10% DISCOUNT 'vVI1H THIS AD 
Think about advert ising in The 
Classmate's new column. 
• Call : Joanne Woodard (375-4093) 
by the 5 th of the month prior to the 
month of publication . 
I 
- Children Over 3 
Welcome and Treated 
Lovingly 
- Adult Cleaning - $34 
- Child's Cleaning - $24 
- Nitrous Oxide 
for Relaxation 
46 Porta Vista Drive • Monterey 
(Near Del Monte Shopping Cenler) 
- VISA, Mastercard and 
Payment Plans Available 
We'll help you find a new 
home in a new hometown. 
When you're relocating, we can help. By selling your home here and help-
ing you find a new one in a new hometown. Our CENTURY 21 office is 
part of the largest referral system in real estate. The CENTURY 21 VIP' 
Referral Network links thousands of CENTURY 21 offices system-wide. It 
gives you access to ready buyers, and connects you with trained real estate 
professionals who can make you feel at home, wherever you're moving. 
Give us a call. And put the hometown advantage to work for you. 
Put Number 1 to work for you: 
ARNDT ASSOCIATES, INC. 
550 Camino EI Estero 




C 1987 Centu ry 21 Real Estate Corporation as trustee for the NAF. II a nd '~ -trademarks of Century 21 Real Estate Corporation. Equal Housing Opportunity a 
EACH OFFICE IS INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED. 
Relocating? 
Washington, Of-Virginia-Maryland 
Call Toll Free Number or Send For: 
FREE Information Packet 
• Housing & Real Estate Market • Schools & Communities 
• Financing & Qualifying • Transportation 






ELEANOR HA WKINS 
Maryland 
301-262-6900 
Toll-Free Number - 1-800-525-8910, Ext. 9235 
SEND TO: Long & Foster Monterey Team; 62 18 Old Keene Mill Court , Springfie ld , V A 22 152 
Name ______________________ _ 
Address _______________ _______ _ 
City ________________ _ 
State ___ Zip ___ Phone ______ _ 
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